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Abstract
This exegesis explores how the production of CruelUnusual, an omni-linear online
drama, reveals the ways in which new digital technologies are redefining audio-visual
production as a rhizomic process.

Traditional and evolutionary production processes are discussed using Deleuze and Guattari’s theories of the rhizome as a frame of reference. The new digital technologies
that are to be explored are those that are within reach of most independent filmmakers
including Digital Video, the Internet and World Wide Web and the Digital Versatile
Disc.

The aim of this research is to map and explore strategies and frameworks that the author
used to produce and distribute CruelUnusual as a digital cinema experience and to suggest the means by which independent filmmakers might tell their stories in the most
flexible and productive manner possible.
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1) Introduction
“Throughout the 20th century, filmmaking evolved from a nascent industry into a
centralized system of stars, studios, and theatres reaching into neighbourhoods
around the country and the world. Call it Hollywood 1.0. Today, new technologies
are exploding this old model and transforming all aspects of moviemaking - from
how films are financed, produced, and distributed to ultimately how they are enjoyed. We're watching the birth of Hollywood 2.0.” (Daly, 1997)

1.1) The Research Question
Filmmaking is on the verge of a major transformation in the way stories are created and
delivered. Digital film production is already part of the landscape, and distribution over
interactive digital networks is happening, even if the majority of such distribution is not
legally sanctioned.

Hollywood 2.0 has arrived, but what shape and form will the products of a converged
Hollywood take and how will it affect an industry that is already distributed around the
world and is barely based in its traditional geographic centre in the suburbs of Los Angeles?

It is not enough to expect that the films themselves will change, without being informed
by the processes that produce them. It is this change in the process that informs this
exegesis. The initial concept behind this exegesis was to conceive a new production
Josh Nicholas - Ho"ywood 2.0
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process paradigm and then test and redevelop that paradigm through the production of
CruelUnusual, the exegesis’ creative product.

In order to place this production paradigm shift theoretically, it became clear that Deleuze and Guattari’s theories of the rhizome could be used to elucidate the philosophical
nature of the shift. While it is difficult to argue that any film is rhizomic, because a film
is indeed the unified work of a single ‘puppeteer’, it is not impossible to imagine that
the production process itself could be non-hierarchical, where each module of production can be connected to not just another point, but to all points simultaneously,
whereby the production is not contained in distinct phases, but rather is a ‘multiplicity
of nerve fibres’ (Hammen, 1996). The notion of the Rhizomic Production Process developed through this project shares Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomic approach, as summarised by Hammen, in that it is an ‘accentered, non-hierarchical system…defined
solely by a circulation of states.’ (Hammen, 1996)

Just as Deleuze and Guattari believed that music is rhizomic, so too is the motion picture, and in creating the motion picture so is the process that creates it – truly rhizomic.
‘Music has always sent out lines of flight, like so many transformational multiplicities,
even overturning the very codes that structure or arborify it; that is why musical form,
right down to its ruptures and proliferations, is comparable to a weed, a rhizome.’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1987 : 11/12)
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1.2) Methodology
Following on from my research on collagic film theory in my previous MA exegesis
(Nicholas, 1999), I wanted to look at how filmmakers were taking advantage of the
digital revolution. Many articles have appeared on the benefits of the digital medium,
but few people were writing about the subtle shifts taking place in the actual process of
audio-visual production. With filmmakers looking at multiple platforms of production
and delivery it was clear that traditional linear processes of production were changing
and possible shifts in process needed to be analysed.

To grasp the impact of these changing technologies requires methodological processes
that reflect complex interaction of technology and culture. After reviewing a variety of
qualitative research methodologies it became clear that the methodology most consistent with my work style and philosophical orientation was action research. ‘Action
research...aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate
problematic situation and to further the goals of social science simultaneously. Thus,
there is a dual commitment in action research to study a system and concurrently to
collaborate with members of the system in changing it in what is together regarded as a
desirable direction.’ (Gilmore, Kreantz, Ramirez, 1986 : 161) Action research proved
to be most useful in analysing the shifts in production due to technological change that
have profoundly affected me personally. My own changing role as an independent
practitioner, from video producer to digital media producer underlined the technological
shift in which I was participating. My own personal experience in the traditional, linear
production process started with the trash video produced for my MA, Kung-Fu Cannibal
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Vampire Chicks from Hell and various community video projects with unemployed
people around the Tweed/Northern Rivers area. I moved to a commercial video production house in 1998 where I was involved in the production of television commercials, educational and corporate videos. Employed as a producer I was in charge of the
entire production process – from concept to completion. With a strict emphasis placed
on the following of procedure, I gained valuable ‘real world’ experience of the constraints of the traditional production process.

During the formative stages of this exegesis I was involved in the production of several
nationally broadcast music videos (see broadcast list - Appendix 1). Using a variety of
formats, I was prompted to think about the way productions were structured and continually found myself reassessing the way that I was working. The processes involved
in the production of these music videos varied: some were shot on analogue video tape,
transferred to a digital format for editing and then transferred back to tape for delivery
to television stations; others were shot on digital video and retained in digital formats
for editing and delivery. Participating in this transitional phase allowed me to conceptualise the transition from linear to non-linear production as a shift from a hierarchical
to a rhizomic paradigm.

I was then approached by visual effects house, Photon vfx, regarding possible research
and development of protocols for handling cross platform, digital workflow. The experience of working on big-budget Hollywood films such as Ghost Ship and Inspector
Gadget 2 proved invaluable as I gained an insight into the effect the IT industry and
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digital technology development was having on the way post-production was being handled. Whilst at Photon I researched and completed the implementation of new systems
in digital resource coordination which I would identify as the precursor to the field work
component of this project. This time also included many conversations with producers
of HD and DV feature films, VFX department heads and artists and data and resource
wranglers.

The development of this MPhil includes the production of the creative product, CruelUnsual, and this exegesis that reflects on the place that the production processes involved in creating CruelUnsual has in the audio-visual production industry. When conceptualising the structure of my research I came to an understanding that it was critical
to explore a variety of methodologies relevant to my area. According to Miles and Hubermans, in Qualitative Data Analysis;
“Qualitative research is conducted through an intense and/or prolonged contact
with a ‘field’ or life situation…The researchers role is to gain a ‘holistic’ (systemic, encompassing, integrated) overview of the context under study: its logic, its
arrangements, its explicit/implicit rules.” (Miles & Hubermans, 1994)

In order to gain the above-mentioned ‘holistic’ overview of my research area, I am using action research methodology. Action research methodology has been described as
‘a family of research methodologies which pursue action (or change) and research (or
understanding) at the same time.’ (Dick, 1999) Action research uses a process which
alternates between action and critical reflection where methods, data and interpretation
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are constantly refined in view of insights developed throughout the research project.
Thus action research mimics the structure of the proposed rhizomic production process
itself, encouraging researchers to continually learn from and adapt previous research
data and results. The focus in action research is ‘becoming’ and as Deleuze and Guattari say ‘becoming is a rhizome, not a classificatory or genealogical tree...Becoming is a
verb with a consistency all its own.’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987 : 239)

Action research as an emergent process develops form as comprehension increases: ‘it
is an iterative process which converges towards a better understanding of what happens.
In most of its forms it is also participative (among other reasons, change is usually easier to achieve when those affected by the change are involved) and qualitative.’ (Dick,
1999)

My exegesis proceeds by cataloguing past and present industry techniques and technology use, this produces an overview of industry convergence that connects with the
creative product as a prototype of possible futures in audio-visual production. Further
documentation and reflection on the new digital processes involved in the production of
the creative project was another application of action research methodology and the solutions devised to ensure that the creative project was entirely digital are a useful contribution to the development of digital filmmaking. This production process is discussed in detail below.
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1.3) Production of the Creative Project
The creative project CruelUnusual has been developed in several stages informed by
the new rhizomic production theory discussed above. The final form of CruelUnusual
can be viewed online and it has travelled far from the linear project originally conceived. I will now discuss the different phases of the development of the creative project.

STAGE ONE: DEVELOPMENT

OF AN

INTERNET

PRESENCE

This early stage of Internet deployment consisted of a website and a P2P community, I
will from now on refer to these technologies as my web presence. ‘A peer-to-peer (or
P2P) computer network is a network that relies on the computing power and bandwidth
of the participants in the network rather than concentrating it in a relatively few servers.
P2P networks are typically used for connecting nodes via largely ad hoc connections.
Such networks are useful for many purposes. Sharing content files containing audio,
video, data or anything in digital format is very common, and realtime data, such as telephony traffic, is also passed using P2P technology.’ (wikipedia.com, 2005)

One of the P2P solutions available to filmmakers, that I have utilised throughout the
production of my creative product, is the free Carracho suite of applications that enables
Internet users to communicate and share files and information (www.carracho.com).
Josh Nicholas - Ho"ywood 2.0
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Using Carracho and my web page I created a personal interactive Internet community
that allowed users to interact live with real time chat, conferencing, messaging, data
warehousing, file transfer and streaming capabilities. Community members could chat
publicly and privately, share creative content, stream multiple files, post news and participate in newsgroups.

In addition, the Carracho software is cross platform, meaning the software is accessible
to both Mac users and PC users (Linux versions are currently being created), so everyone was able to participate in the Carracho community. With this sort of interactivity
my goal was to create a kind of ‘virtual studio’ that functioned as a production hub
throughout the entire production process.

Along with the Carracho server, there is a website that serves as a ‘virtual studio’ - one
of

the

many

entrances

to

the

rhizomic

production

of

CruelUnusual

(www.live-wirez.gu.edu.au/staff/josh/hollywood2/H20VS/index.html).

It provided

creative personnel with an online production assistant, keeping them aware of project
milestones, scripts, storyboards and production schedules. As a fully functioning web
presence, the ‘virtual studio’ provided me with the flexibility to attend meetings with an
editor in Korea, a storyboard artist in Murwillumbah and a crew of post-production personnel around Australia and the world.
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At the outset the creative product was conceived as being digitally produced, but delivered as a linear film. Nearing the completion of the creative project it became obvious
that the elements of CruelUnusual would be best presented as a discontinuous narrative
and a second website was developed for the finished project. This is a ‘poetic’ site that
helps create the digital cinema experience, furthering the characters and presenting users

with

an

omni-linear

presentation

of

the

creative

product

(www.live-wirez.gu.edu.au/staff/josh/hollywood2/cruelunusual/).

STAGE TWO: PRODUCTION

OF

C R E A T I V E P R O-

JECT

All successful ultra-low-budget filmmakers understand that you must make your film
within the limits of the resources available. It is with this knowledge that I proceeded to
locate a script utilising only two central characters and minimal locations. Written by
Michael Wolk as a play script Femme Fatale is a taut, psychosexual drama that lends
itself well to the low budget production formula.

The transition from play-script to screenplay was a multi-layered process. The most
creatively intense part of this process was the visualisation of the script’s ‘world’. One
of the main differences between a play-script and a screenplay is the use of visual exposition. A play-script is designed to be performed on stage, therefore not a lot of visual
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exposition is needed, whereas a screenplay pays particular attention to the visual detail
surrounding the dialogue.

The production design of CruelUnusual was an exhausting and exhilarating task. From
the outset the look of CruelUnusual was always going to be dark, it was a conscious
decision that the film would share a lot of visual cues with Film Noir - a lot of interplay
between dark and light, claustrophobic rooms and grimy streetscapes.

This production design was then discussed with key creative personnel including the coproducer and the storyboard artist. From these discussions the early seeds of the shotlist were created. During this process location scouting and test shooting were performed prior to locking down a shot-list and storyboard.

The film was shot entirely on digital video allowing me to keep the film in digital form
from pre to post-production. This process was a key to the perceived success of my
creative project, and important as a litmus test of the new production process. Peter
Broderick notes the importance of this process:
Filmmakers on the cutting edge are shooting with digital video cameras, recording sound with DAT recorders, and using the latest software to edit, create special
effects, and mix on home computers. Each of these elements are key links in a new
digital Production Process that enables filmmakers to make films in a radically
different way. (Broderick, 1999)
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STAGE THREE: DIGITAL POST PRODUCTION

It is during this process that my precursive field studies at Photon vfx had the most influence. Streamlining the traditionally time consuming post production phase entailed
further use of the web presence to allow post production personnel/web users to partake
in editing at various locations.

The World Wide Web could have an unprecedented impact on independent filmand videomakers. It gives them a unique opportunity to redefine their role, redesign distribution systems, and reinvigorate their relationship with audiences. (Figgis , 1999)

While the web presence has been busy helping users keep tabs on the production, it was
after the production that it did a number of even more important jobs. When production
was complete I logged and captured all footage relevant to each particular scene in the
movie allowing editors to access the material needed for the preliminary rough cut. The
Carracho community enables production crew to download raw footage, edit it and then
upload the edited footage back to the Carracho server. When users had edited the separate scenes it allowed me to piece the film together to a complete form.

STAGE FOUR: DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
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The Internet, the World Wide Web and its associated technologies are also having an
impact on filmmaking, particularly in the area of online or digital distribution. New
Media theorists like to predict the future of the Internet using ‘Moore’s Law’ whereby
the power of new technology doubles every eighteen months. As Richard Glaser of
Real Networks points out in an online article titled Real Revolution:
“Even if bandwidth-per-dollar increases at only half the rate of Moore's Law doubling every three years, rather than every eighteen months - the two effects
together "will be additive and very powerful." And the fact is that bandwidth
could increase faster - a lot faster.” (Glaser, 1997)

Research into the way digital cinema and distribution is heading led me to a report entitled Hollywood Unstrung: The Emerging Digital Challenge, D-Cinema and Beyond,
compiled by Larta, a private nonprofit ‘think tank’ that serves the hi-tech sector in
Southern California. Authors Rohit Shukla, Victor Hwang and Wendy Hall state that
‘new digital technologies [have] given way to the possibility of a shift in the control of
power in Hollywood," and that digital cinema "could potentially [rearrange] the entire
food chain.’ (Shukla, Hwang & Hall, 2002)

With the knowledge that digital distribution is steadily becoming a real possibility for
the future of audio-visual delivery it became apparent that the distribution or delivery of
the creative project should take the form of an ‘internet motion picture’. Due to reasons
discussed below CruelUnsual has been broken into manageable ‘scenes’, navigable
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through a street-map style interface that encourages users to experience the motion picture in a random or omni-linear way.

STAGE FIVE: REFLECTION

It is through examination of the shifting modes of audio-visual production which I have
outlined above and continue to explore below that point to rhizomic strategies and
frameworks for the continued success of audio-visual production and its practitioners.
The importance of this research into the area of convergence in the audio-visual production industry is due to the significance of one of today’s most important cultural
products - the moving image - and its place in tomorrow’s techno-literate society. As
James Daly notes;
“Few dispute the immense impact that 20th-century cinema has had on the lives
of almost everyone on the planet. Hollywood 2.0 promises to deliver a similar impact - by very different means.” (Daly, 1997)
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1.4) Outline of the exegesis
This exegesis explores the notions of production process paradigm shift through the
analysis of digital technologies and their effect on the production of CruelUnusual.

Chapter one of this exegesis has introduced the research question with appropriate
methodologies to explore the rhizomic possibilities of the use of new digital technology
(DV, WWW & DVD) through the design of new structures and frameworks for audiovisual production. Chapter two will outline the traditional production process from the
first steps of the pre-production phase, through to the shooting and editing of the film,
to its final delivery on the screen. Chapter three will outline various new technologies to
be explored and evaluated to assess their benefits to filmmakers in the creation of new
production process paradigms. Chapter four of this exegesis presents an evaluation of
the Rhizomic Production Process as a viable alternative to the traditional linear production process.

The research data created during the production of the creative project is offered to support arguments presented regarding the benefits of the Rhizomic Production Process.
Chapter five will discuss the conclusions and implications discovered during the
evaluation of the Rhizomic Production Process through the production of the creative
project and suggest further possible directions.
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2) The traditional audio-visual production process
2.1) Introduction
The production process developed for feature films has been in use for around 110
years. The traditional, linear production process is an artifact of the film industry left
over from the halcyon era of the studio films. During the 1930s and 40s filmmaking
grew from a relative curiosity, an endeavour undertaken by independent producers, to a
full-blown capital driven, studio based phenomenon. (Nelson, 1947)

The studios that steered the production of the most successful feature films, due in part
to the fact that the same studios owned the majority of cinema complexes in the United
States (Aberdeen, nd), changed the way that films would be made forever. By compartmentalising the production of films, that is actually employing sets of writers and
actors, directors and production crew to produce genres of films, the studios developed
a set of routines and created a ‘sausage-factory’ style of production. Paul Mayersberg
notes this production line approach to the advent of genre,
The concept of ingredients to a film is an essential part of movie creation in Hollywood. It has both strengths and weaknesses. The commercial strength lies in
the fact that recurring ingredients in recurring types of film will eventually produce a genre. And the concept of genre is at the heart of American cinema.
(Mayersberg, 1969:55)
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This production line churned out hundreds of films following the in-house developed
(traditional) linear production process. This studio system employed vast crews capable
of producing a film in its entirety, with no need for outsourcing. This is no mean feat
when one considers the sheer amount of people needed to produce a motion picture.

This studio developed, traditional, linear production process is, as the name suggests, a
linear production paradigm consisting of three inter-related though non-overlapping
phases – pre-production, production and post-production. “These processes include a
variety of chores you need to do before the production, during the actual production
activities, and after the production”. (Zettl, 2004:3).

Diagram 1 – Traditional, linear production model

The following section is a breakdown of each phase of production.
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2.2) Phases of the traditional production process
PRE-PRODUCTION

In pre-production the initial program idea is decided upon, within the studio system, the
pre-production phase is usually initiated after a script or story has been secured. Once
the script is secured the key creative personnel, the director, producer, executive producer, director of photography (DOP) and the production designer, set in motion the
production process.

S C R I P T W R I T I N G / A DA P TAT I O N / R E -W R I T I N G :
The director, in association with the scriptwriter/editor, will complete any re-writes
deemed necessary, or if the script is to be an adaptation of a novel or the development of
a story idea, then the required writing will be completed. The treatment and synopsis
documents will also be written.

PRODUCTION DESIGN:
As noted by Katz (1991:102), ‘while scriptwriting answers many of the ‘what’ questions
of the story, production design answers the ‘where’ and ‘how’ questions of execution’.
The director, together with the art director and production designer will work closely to
develop an overall look and feel for the film. Decisions here are made regarding loca-
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tion and set design and construction, wardrobe and makeup and other elements that help
the film to achieve its unique style.

SHOTLISTING:
The director and the DOP will work on breaking the script down into scenes and individual shots. The production designer may also be engaged at this point to help guide
the overall visual style of the production. The mechanics of each shot are developed
and workshopped until the shotlist is ready to be storyboarded.

S T O RY B O A R D I N G :
The director, production designer, art director and storyboard artist(s) are engaged during the storyboarding process to create a visual representation of the shotlist. Depending on the director’s preference, some or all shots will be storyboarded, in some instances only scenes including action will be storyboarded.
Diagram 2 – Storyboard example from CruelUnusual
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SCHEDULING

AND

BUDGETING:

The director, producer, executive producer and production assistant(s) will be engaged
to complete a detailed budget for the production as well as schedule the production,
keeping in mind all phases of production, but focussing on the production phase.

Methodical pre-production is essential to the success of the production.

If pre-

production has been approached haphazardly, or without the appropriate attention to
detail required, the production is destined for hardship.

PRODUCTION

Once the pre-production is complete the crew are ready to move onto the production of
the project. This phase is the basic translating of the written script into an audio-visual
medium that includes the coordination of a large number of technical operators and
creative personnel. Katz (1991: 97) likens the production phase to a train, “Once the
train leaves the station – which is equivalent to beginning principal photography on a
film – changes in the schedule are almost impossible to make.” This phase of production is likely to include the following tasks;
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P R I N C I P A L P H O T O G R A P H Y:
This is the most demanding phase of production with feature films taking anywhere
from fourteen days to fourteen months and in some instances years, depending on the
scale of the production. Days on location typically last between ten and fourteen hours
though this is a rough guide only, developed through years of location production.
Hundreds of personnel are involved in the principal photography of a feature film, the
key creatives including the director, DOP, production designer and art director.

P O S T- P R O D U C T I O N

Once the production phase is complete the project will move into its post-production
phase. This is the phase of production where the elements recorded during the production phase are assembled into the final film. This will likely include:

EDITING

(

VISION):

The editing of a feature film is not a singular processes but one that is more cyclical
than any other in the traditional, linear production process. Some editing of ‘dailies’
may have occurred during the production, but the first rough cut will be produced during post-production, this editing is not completed by a single person, but rather an ‘editorial’ team.
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Once the rough cut has been completed it is circulated to the sound editors and the vfx
artists. These personnel will work on rough sound edits and composites before the
rough cut is given the final clearance. Once rough cut clearance is attained the editorial
staff will embark on one of many intermediate edits.

When a final edit is cleared, sound editors and vfx artists finalise their contributions
before the final edit master is completed.

EDITING

(

AUDIO):

The audio editing stage is run in tandem with the vision edit and requires a multitude of
operators and engineers to perform various tasks including; Automated Dialogue Replacement (ADR), Foley effects, sound editing, mixing and engineering.

V I S UA L E F F E C T S

(VFX):

The vfx stage is also run in tandem with the vision edit and consists of creating the illusion of reality. Even the most basic of productions will utilise the vfx crew to complete
a number of operations. These may include the use of work completed against a blue or
green screen (keying and compositing), the addition of ‘atmospheres’ (lighting and elements) and sometimes the complete creation of ‘characters’ (monsters, aliens etc).
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MARKETING

AND

DISTRIBUTION:

The marketing and distribution of the finished film is handled by the producer’s team
including the producer, executive and associate producers and public relations staff.
The plan for marketing and distribution is usually put in place during the pre-production
and some of the groundwork will have already been laid throughout the other production phases.

The traditional, linear production process is little more than a set of routines developed
during the early years of the ‘studio’ system. New digital technologies are developing
that require that the linear nature of the process be replaced with a more flexible, nonlinear model. This model will be discussed in the next section of this exegesis.

2.3) Summary
This section has looked at the traditional, linear Production Process and explained how
it works within the dominant studio system. In the next section I will examine technologies that are enabling filmmakers to question traditional production modes, technologies that will inform the development of the Rhizomic Production Process.
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3) Digital Technology
3.1) Introduction
The digital revolution is affecting the modern consumer in much the same way as the
industrial revolution did to industry. The much-hyped digital hub and digital lifestyle
that ‘has emerged with the explosion of digital devices such as cell phones, digital cameras, DV camcorders, handheld organizers, DVD players, and portable music players’
(Sequeira, nd) is much written and talked about with manufacturers clamouring for the
money and kudos earned through the supply of this technology.

Digital technology has entered our lives undetected from washing machines, to televisions and even toasters. The digital hub lifestyle promises digital technology that
makes our lifestyles easier and more connected. Digital technology is not only influencing our lifestyles but our industries as well, and the industry that this exegesis is focusing on is the film industry.

Digital production methods are influencing every facet of film production, particularly
the production and post-production phases of the linear production process. During my
industrial field study at Photon vfx, I was leading up research into the digital streamlining of the post-production process, in particular the visual effects stage. Acting as an
intermediary between the artists, editors and IT staff I was able to find ways in which
the process could be shaped in order to meet the requirements of the artists and editors
and the capabilities of the facility from an IT standpoint. I also looked into developing
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‘safe’ environments for file sharing between areas of the facility and also the facility
and the producers/editors/director in the United States.

3.2) Digital Video (DV)
The Digital Video format was introduced in 1995 and was the first major, high quality
video format to be introduced into the consumer market. Compared to analogue cassette formats DV provides;
•

Higher resolution image with superior colour representation,

•

CD quality audio capabilities complete with two tracks of stereo
audio,

•

Friction reducing tape coating that provides lasting data recording,
and

•

IEEE 1394 (Firewire, iLink) digital interface for connection to editing
computer.

(http://www.dvformat.com/htm/features/2000/8_00/dv_format_faq.htm)

The quality of the DV medium, coupled with its relatively low price has enabled low/no
budget filmmakers to produce films for low prices. In an article in the March 1999 edition of Sight and Sound Magazine Peter Broderick Director of Next Wave Films makes
the claim;
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Digital video has dramatically lowered the barriers to feature filmmaking. For
aspiring filmmakers who don't have $200,000 to shoot on 35mm, or $50,000 for
16mm, it's an affordable alternative. Instead of spending years searching for financing, filmmakers can devote their time to improving the script, rehearsing the
actors and shooting the best possible movie. When their film is finished, they can
decide if it is good enough to launch their careers. If not they can make another
feature for a few thousand dollars, learning from their mistakes. DV allows filmmakers to take greater creative risks. Given the cost of production, they have little
to lose by experimenting, and a lot to gain if they can make a truly original film.
DV is shifting power from financiers to filmmakers, who no longer need their
money, permission, or approval. (Broderick, 1999)

The arrival of affordable digital video cameras has created unprecedented ultra-low
budget production possibilities. For the first time, many independents are able to own a
camera that captures high-quality images and uses low-cost stock that doesn't require
expensive processing. As Mike Bergmann, director of Milk & Money and the more recent and stylistically challenging Trifling with Fate, explains:
By working with miniDV, filmmakers like me can develop as craftsmen in interesting ways that bring us closer to the essence of filmmaking -whatever that means
to each of us. With its cost savings, portability and ease of use, its minimal lighting needs, one-hour loads, and compatible desktop editing systems, the miniDV
format inspires a new way to think about making movies. (Bergmann, 1999)
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The DV format not only allows directors to experiment with the medium, but also allows the same filmmakers to make films more frequently. This flexibility in production
means that first time directors are able to realise their stories in a cost effective way,
opening the door for more films to be made. These obvious cost benefits are highlighted in ‘real world’ terms in an online article by Arturo Ripstein:
Shooting, developing, and printing 1,000ft. reel of 35mm costs about $1,200, so
we had to be very careful. Now with a digital camera you can get an hour of tape
for $13, and since you don't have to pay for processing that is all it costs. (Ripstein, 2000)

3.3) The Internet and World Wide Web (WWW)
The explosion in ultra-low budget filmmaking over the past 10 years is due in part to
the technological advances made in production and post-production. As the barriers to
this production fall, more and more people from around the world have the opportunity
to try their hand at filmmaking.
Feature filmmaking has never been more accessible and affordable. New digital
technologies are allowing movies to be made for as little as a few thousand dollars. These technologies are empowering new independent filmmakers. (Broderick, 1999)
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Decreasing public funding for the arts at the federal, state, and local levels, and the increasing dominance of media conglomerates continue to narrow the options for independents, whether for funding of provocative documentaries or distribution of artistically challenging features. It is within these desperate times that filmmakers must reevaluate what is around them and continue to adapt the technology available to them,
one form of technology particularly applicable is the Internet.
Richard Glaser [Real Video] is at the podium. His speech is titled "The Internet as
the Next Mass Medium," and he's belting it out. "We're gonna show all those people," he says, "the ones who say, 'Hey, the Internet's not gonna scale up,' or 'Gosh,
there's gonna be bandwidth limitations.'" It almost sounds like a taunt. "We have
the technical know-how, collectively. We have the resourcefulness and the commitment." And the crescendo: "You talk about the 15 hours a week that people
spend listening to the radio, or 20 watching TV - four or five years from now we'll
talk about the 10 or 15 hours a week that people spend experiencing audiovisual
information over the Internet. It'll be just a standard part of the media fabric of
people's lives. That's the kind of scale we're talking about here." (Glaser, 1997)

The Internet is having a powerful impact on many aspects of work, education, and culture. Its linked structure (allowing users to easily navigate among sites), appealing
graphics, and easy-to-use browsers make the Internet a very appealing social apparatus.
This in reinforced in an article by Michael Barr:
Connecting to the Internet has become a mainstay of the daily experience we call
living. We send and receive e-mail, trade stocks and watch our portfolios, read
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headlines and in-depth news accounts, share documents, play games, and hold
conversations over the Internet. (Barr, 1999)

However independent filmmakers are only just beginning to establish a significant presence on the Web.
Today, any digital filmmaker with a vision of who their audience is, a strategy for
reaching them and a scrappy attitude can self-distribute," said Mark Stolaroff,
director of Post-production for Next Wave Films, "In the future, new tools will
only make that easier." (Michael Stroud, 2000)

The Internet as a digital filmmaking tool holds many benefits, many of which are intrinsically linked to various software applications. From development to distribution the
Internet is a veritable smorgasbord of possibilities. The possibilities that I have outlined
as holding the most value to digital filmmakers as a production tool are the various P2P
suites of applications, including Hotline, Direct Connect and Carracho (new P2P solutions are appearing rapidly).

P2P applications are split into two sub categories – clients and servers. The P2P client
is simply a piece of software that interacts with other clients over a digital network.
This interaction can take many forms, Internet Relay Chat (IRC), video-conferencing,
bulletin boards and, of course, file sharing. The benefit of using a P2P suite of applications, over independent email, bulletin boards etc, is that all project related resources are
located within the one client/server, though accessible to all over the network. The
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ability for P2P users to instantly chat/conference with others as well as warehouse and
share media is the key to collaboration over dispersed networks, and a communication
tool that is essential to the smooth production of large projects. Filmmakers, communicating using P2P technology, are able to synchronise the overlapping phases of production through instantaneous communication regardless of geographic location – a digital
solution for digital filmmakers.
The Internet is also a burgeoning technology for the distribution of digital films.
Short films, mock ads and trailers, mini-documentaries, serialised feature films
and films in their entirety are being streamed, or downloaded, to users in the privacy of their own homes. Broadband Internet technology is allowing digital filmmakers to push their films to powerful niche audiences – audiences who are willing to forego download times to view new films. While technology is nowhere
near the stage of allowing people to watch full-screen, full-frame rate video, there
will no doubt come a time when this is possible. ‘Richard Glaser believes this will
happen far more quickly than most expect - that by the end of the current decade,
on-demand VCR-quality video will be streaming into at least some living rooms
over the Net.’ (Glaser, 1997)

The Internet also promises the ability to fast track marketing and PR, as was evident
through the success of the ‘mischief marketing’ campaign of the Blair Witch Project.
This is an area of research too wide for the scope of this exegesis, however the Hollywood studios have recognised the pulling power of the Internet as a marketing tool, this
is reflected by the huge popularity of movie based websites and Apple Computer’s
QuickTime movie trailer theatre.
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3.4) Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)
The DVD began life in much the same way as the videocassette and VCR, as two competing technologies – the Super Disc (SD) and the Multimedia CD (MMCD). These
competing technologies were both vying for the position of successor to the Compact
Disc (CD). The success of the CD as an audio and multimedia delivery format and
digital storage medium cannot be underplayed, however the need for larger storage capacity and the possibilities of replacing the VHS cassette as a film delivery media led to
the creation of the two formats. Lessons from the past, the battle between VHS and the
now defunct (though technically superior) Betamax format, led the developers of the SD
and MMCD to deliver a single standard for the new format – the DVD.

The initial feature-set of the new medium included,
•

Backwards compatibility with current CD media. All DVD hardware
will play audio CDs and CD-ROMs (although not all hardware will
play CD-Rs or CD-RWs)..

•

Physical dimensions identical to compact disc but using two 0.6 mm
thick substrates, bonded together.

•

Single-layer/dual-layer and single/double sided options.

•

Up to 4.7 GB read-only capacity per layer, 8.5 GB per side maximum.

•

Designed from the outset for video, audio and multimedia, not just
audio.

•

All formats use a common file system (UDF).

•

Digital and analogue copy protection for DVD-Video and DVD-Audio
built into standard.
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•

Recordable and re-writable versions as part of the family
(Deluxe Global Media Services. 2005)

While costs of the recordable and re-writable versions of the DVD and DVD writers
initially kept them out of the hands of the consumer as a storage medium, the success of
the DVD as a delivery platform soon forced the prices to drop. Introduced in 1997 the
DVD has created a booming independent film distribution cottage industry, allowing
independent filmmakers to distribute their product to a wider audience on a format that
is non-degradable and relatively platform independent. The DVD also provides independent filmmakers with a storage, backup and archival medium necessary for digitally
produced films. The Deluxe Global Media Services website claims that ‘statistics prove
that the DVD is growing faster than any other consumer electronics format’ (Deluxe
Global Media Services. 2005).

THE DVD

AS

STORAGE MEDIUM

As a delivery tool, the DVD holds 120 minutes of video, as a storage medium it holds a
claimed 4.7GB of data (http://www.disctronics.co.uk/) - in reality that equates to around
4.3GB of actual data. As a storage medium for digital filmmakers using the DVD format is extremely useful for video storage, archiving, and in the case of dispersed production, as a convenient transfer medium between creative personnel.
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THE DVD

AS

D E L I V E RY M E D I U M

The DVD as a delivery medium holds many benefits over the VHS cassette. Firstly the
DVD promises no degradation due to time or number of plays, secondly, it allows the
filmmaker to include easily accessible and navigable extra features, thirdly, it is a more
world-wide format allowing filmmakers to present their work to audiences regardless of
national television format (PAL, NTSC, PAL Secam). DVD also delivers a much higher
image and audio quality when compared to the VHS cassette.

3.5) Summary
This section has looked at the various digital technologies that have informed the development of the new production process. The technologies analysed included Digital
Video, the Internet and World Wide Web and the DVD. Throughout my research it became clear that production processes would continue to evolve as technology improves.
Digital technology provides filmmakers with an entirely new palette with which to tell
their stories. Peter Broderick articulates these benefits in a statement on the Next Wave
website,
Filmmakers on the cutting edge are shooting with digital video cameras, recording sound with Minidisk recorders, and using the latest software to edit, create
special effects, and mix on home computers. Each of these elements are key links
in the new digital Production Process that enables independent filmmakers to
make films in a radically different way. (Broderick, 1999)
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4) The Rhizomic Production Process
4.1) Introduction
This chapter will look at the development of the Rhizomic Production Process and assess the process through the production of the creative product - CruelUnusual. In order to successfully modify and test theories of production, an action research methodology dictated that the theory be put in to practice, as the only way to analyse the possible
success of possible new production processes was to test them in a ‘real-life’ situation.

Sharing principles with Deleuze and Guattari’s theories of the rhizome, the production
processes allowed by digital technology can be juxtaposed with traditional, linear (arborescent) processes. While the product (film) is arborescent it is a single identity
(seed), the Rhizomic Production Process has no centre, no middle or end and ‘basically
exists in a constant state of play’. The benefit this has is that, according to the ‘principle
of asignifying rupture’…a rhizome may be broken, shattered at a given spot, it will start
up again on one of its old lines, or new lines. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:519). Deleuze
& Guattari’s theory of the rhizome is centered around six principles: 1. and 2. principles
of connection and heterogeneity; 3. principle of multiplicity; 4. principle of asignifying
rupture; and 5. principles of cartography and decalcomania. The following chapter discusses the evolution of the production process from its’ current arborescent structure
into a multi faceted, rhizomic process through the six principles of the rhizome.
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4.2) Evolution of the Species - The Rhizomic Production Process
No shift in paradigm is without precedent or without reference, and it would be folly to
disregard processes that have been successful and integral to an industry for many
years. So the traditional linear phases of production (pre-production, production and
post-production) are absorbed, instead of discarded, into the Rhizomic Production Process. Other production processes have been taken into consideration and the multimedia
Production Processes of the spiral and the waterfall provide cornerstone elements of the
Rhizomic Production Process.

Diagram 3 - Spiral and Waterfall multimedia production processes

The following descriptors were developed through a collaborative workshop at the MediaLab Conference at the SAE in Byron Bay in December 2003 and were summarised
as the ‘Three Cs’ which underpin each of the phases of the Rhizomic Production Process discussed below:
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Co-ordinate: to enable the producer/director express their creative insights and push
elements towards a final product.
Create: to ensure that the core creative personnel can understand what’s expected and
what their scope for creativity and innovation is;
Collaborate: to provide a framework for collaboration and problem solving by ensuring
all creative personnel’s expectations and schedules are synchronised;

To summarise the phases of the Rhizomic Production Process:

Strategy: What is the big picture need and what is the best way to meet that?

Discovery: Concept exploration and planning.

Design and Planning: Technical project design and specification.

Production: Making it.

Testing, Deployment and Fine-Tuning: Making it live.

Working Life: Keeping it alive.

Upon reading the chapter on the linear production process above and comparing it with
the summary of the Rhizomic Production Process phases just given, you will note some
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areas of difference. The pre-production phase of the traditional production process has
been disassembled into the Strategy, Discovery and Design and Planning phases of the
Rhizomic Production Process which reflects the complexity and importance of preparation for the production phase.

While the traditional production process splits the production and post-production
phases, the Rhizomic Production Process presents the Production phase as an evolutionary one where traditional linear production and post-production are fused into a single
symbiotic phase where each influences the other in a fluid relationship. This shifting of
traditional points of entry into the production process reflects the fifth principle of the
rhizome - cartography and decalcomania, whereby multiple points of entry are apparent, thus differentiating itself from the ‘single blueprint’ of the traditional production
process. (Deleuze and Guattari, 1993:35)

Digital technologies are also ensuring that the traditional life of a film is lengthening,
with the advent of so many new distribution possibilities and the massive public adoption of the DVD, so a new phase covering the Working Life of the project is also included. This is a reflection of Deleuze & Guattari’s first and second principle of the
rhizome - connection and heterogeneity. Unlike the traditional production process
(tree), each heterogeneous phase in the rhizomic production process ‘can and must have
connections to all others, unconstrained by any bifurcating order. There is no underlying principle, no point of deterministic origin, no tyranny of centrality, although stabilising points may dominate constellations of other points’ (Deleuze and Guattari,
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1993:30). Without this stabilisation it would be difficult to ensure a project could be
completed on budget, or deadline.

What really separates the Rhizomic Production Process from the traditional linear process is the flexibility of the phases. While it is true that a traditional film must have a
beginning, middle and end, the production process in the digital age must adapt and
adopt more flexible, malleable means. Thus the Rhizomic Production Process encourages, by its very nature, a continual re-assessment of the film’s status throughout its
production. This flexibility is a reflection of the third principle of the rhizome - multiplicity, the characteristic that differentiates the rhizomic from the traditional production
process. The essence of the multiplicity lies in the linking between phases of production, not in the structural positioning of stages integral to the traditional process. Its
operations go beyond the politics of subject and object positions; instead, the rhizome
has ‘determinations, magnitudes, and dimensions that cannot increase in number without the multiplicity changing in nature’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1993: 30). In other
words, the effect of the multiplicity extending one phase to many phases is that it can
transform a project itself, changing its nature, as was the case with the project CruelUnusual.

This transformation of the project itself, discussed later in this chapter, from film to
omni-linear online drama, is a representation of the fourth principle of asignifying rupture, whereby the new mode of delivery neither imitates or resembles the traditional
mode of delivery, thus rupturing the signifiers of a traditional ‘film’.
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4.3) Proposed Phases of the Rhizomic Production Process

S T R AT E G Y :
The initial stage of the Rhizomic Production Process - the Strategy Phase - is concerned
with the clarification and prioritisation of the elements that are driving the project. It
consists largely of a series of questions and answers, starting with: What are the outcomes you are looking for and what is the best way to meet these outcomes? Once the
desired outcomes are decided upon the line of questioning continues with: What’s your
preferred budget spend and timeline vs. what is your maximum budget spend and timeline? Once the questions of budget and timeline are agreed upon the final undertaking
of the Strategy Phase is to define your audience and platform/medium.

D I S C O V E RY :
The Discovery Phase deals with concept and content discovery and exploration and
project planning. The primary tasks of this phase are the development of the story, beginning with a synopsis and treatment. Once the story has been recognised it is time to
begin the visualisation process and define the genre, tone, mood and style of the project.

DESIGN AND PLANNING:
The Design and Planning phase is where the Rhizomic Production Process separates
itself from the traditional Production Process with the introduction of ‘development
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rounds’. These ‘development rounds’ are used as a brainstorming tool to aid decisionmaking. The process of ‘development rounds’ includes the introduction of several ‘options’ for the production of the project and will include the re-visiting of the two earlier
phases of the process in the development of these options.

The focus during this phase is on the development of several production options and
will include: Script writing, visual considerations including framing and composition
and production logistics, technical specifications regarding the technology to be used
and the project’s costs and logistics. Budgetary considerations will also be made regarding the cost of production, testing and deployment, the cost of logistics and ongoing
maintenance and the cost of logistics and retirement. This phase, once all rounds have
been considered and final decisions made, will move into production scheduling.

PRODUCTION:
The Production Phase of the Rhizomic Production Process encompasses the production
and post-production phases of the traditional production process. New digital technologies allow the seamless integration of the two traditional phases into a single phase.
This desegregation of phases allows digital filmmakers the flexibility to alter the production during production if post-production requires it, or to include other ‘development round’ options whilst production is underway.

This phase will include: Location shooting, the digitization of footage (dailies) and the
uploading of these dailies to a server (or the editing workstation). This will be followed
by the editing of dailies into the initial Rough Cut. While this sentence follows a logiJosh Nicholas - Ho"ywood 2.0
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cal, linear sentence structure, the Rhizomic Production Process allows filmmakers to
turn this process around. It is here that the process is at its most rhizomic, with filmmakers completing the production and post-production in a symbiotic manner, with the
editing of dailies informing the continuing location production and vice versa. This
phase will also include the sound design and edit and the final edit.

TESTING

,

DEPLOYMENT

AND

FINE

-

TUNING:
The Testing, Deployment and Fine-Tuning Phase will also run in tandem with with Production Phase. The nature of the Rhizomic Production Process allows filmmakers to
gauge their project’s audience impact before the project is fully finished. This phase
deals primarily with quality control, ensuring that the project is fulfilling the requirements of the strategy and discovery phases and may include private deployment in the
form of closed screenings (in some cases online), re-editing and the final public launch.

Another strength of the Rhizomic Production Process is that this phase of production
allows subtle shifts in the project. This phase may encourage filmmakers to redefine the
original project drivers and visual decisions made in the Strategy and Discovery phases,
in turn bringing the Production Phase back into play.

WORKING LIFE:
The ‘final phase’ of the Rhizomic Production Process concerns the ongoing maintenance of the project. This may include content changes/format changes to suit other
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project elements, backups and archiving. It may also bring the filmmaker back full circle to the Strategy and Discovery phases for re-purposing for different formats/mediums
or the creation of additional features. It may also bring the filmmaker back to the Production Phase to develop and/or replace project content with new/updated content (the
Director’s Cut), structure or technology.

At some stage in the project’s life-span the filmmaker will have to deal with the retirement of the project. This may include the backing up and archiving of project materials
and the final project itself. This retirement may really be only a kind of stasis, whereby
project and materials are put into retirement until future re-release or repurposing.

These phases of production mentioned above do not resemble the linear arrangement of
the linear production process; the cyclical nature of the Rhizomic Production Process is
influenced by my own Collagic Film Theory developed through my Masters of Arts
exegesis and reinforced by the research of Marcus Gillezeau and by.
“The basis of the Cyclical Production Model is that the key creatives or productions company occupy the middle pod. They then work their way out to each
pod…They move from phase to phase always via the middle pod, where the key
partners are, to check the project’s requirements against every other phase of production.” (Marcus Gillezeau: 2003)
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Diagram 4: Rhizomic Production Process

The above diagram highlights the rhizomic nature of the process, with each phase connecting with each other phase. During the production of a film every phase of production should overlap, this model allows you and encourages the filmmaker to work in a
non-linear process where the key personnel are aware of each phase/module at all times.
The Rhizomic Production Process has been developed with careful consideration to
each phase/module of the process and should provide multiple benefits to filmmakers
working with digital technology as well as clarifying and demystifying the process behind the production of digital films and multi-platform delivery of films.

Below is a case study of the production of the film CruelUnusual that highlights how
the Rhizomic Production Process works in a ‘real-life’ situation.
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4.4)

Case Study

The production of CruelUnusual followed the structure of the Rhizomic Production
Process as follows;

S T R AT E G Y :
The outcomes I was looking for in the production of the creative project were different
to the usual outcomes desired in the production of a film in that production of CruelUnusual was designed to test the very Rhizomic Production Process that was developing the project itself.

The development of the web presence was a main part of this phase, because without
the presence the project would not operate rhizomicly. In order to fulfill both prosaic
and poetic needs it was determined that two websites would be required, one to be the
public face of the ‘film’ and one to serve as the ‘virtual studio’. The work on the Project Hollywood 2.0 (prosaic) ‘virtual studio’ website was undertaken first, to ensure
creative personnel could navigate through various production materials and also connect
to the Project Hollywood 2.0 Carracho network. The websites (included on the CD)
were built using BBEdit, Flash & Dreamweaver. This site’s primary purpose was to act
as a place to access relevant production material, including scripts (rewrites), production
schedules, storyboards and call sheets. It also presented a hyperlink to access the Carracho sever (and instructions on where to download the application from and how to
install it).
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After sending the website live the Carracho server was also activated, allowing the
warehousing of production media and creative personnel’s communication. The design
and development for the poetic CruelUnusual website was left until some production
imagery became available. The CruelUnusual website would be created in a way so as
to enhance the world of the project.

Because the process of creating CruelUnusual was as important as the final project itself it was during this phase that I undertook the casting of the key creative personnel to
be involved in the production. Because I would be testing and analysing the effectiveness of de-centered production using the internet I decided that the key creative personnel should consist of people I have already worked with to ensure that the production
would run as smoothly as possible.

The key creative personnel consisted of myself as writer, director, director of photography and post-production supervisor; David Lewis as co-producer, assistant director,
camera operator and editor; Espen Gjerde as camera operator and sound recordist; and
Kaya Barry as production designer/storyboard artist and sound recordist. One of the
upsides on assigning David Lewis was that once location shooting was complete he
would be relocating to Korea, this would allow a true test of the effectiveness of the
‘virtual studio’ during the sound and vision editing.

The preferred budget spend on CruelUnusual was around $700, the sum total of my research activity account. It was decided early on that this $700 was going to be used to
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:develop filmmaking tools including a dolly and a crane; purchase tape stock (30
miniDV tapes), wardrobe and props; fund location hire and travel and catering expenses
for cast and crew. As far as timeline was concerned I was dictated by both the timeline
for the submission of my MPhil and the availability of the key creative personnel. At
this stage of the project, without a cast or crew the timeline was predominantly dictated
by my own availability. Overall it was decided that the timeline for the production of
CruelUnusual would span February 2004 through May 2005, with final launch of the
project in late June 2005.

The audience for CruelUnusual would be intentionally limited in the first instance to the
examiners of this MPhil, as well as the cast and crew involved in the project’s completion. The design of the medium on which to present the project was a more difficult
one.

One of my own justifications for completing research on the affect of new technology
on traditional production processes was to see what direction these processes would
take the delivery of CruelUnusual. During the original Strategy Phase it was intended
to deliver CruelUnusual via DVD, as a traditional, linear film, however as circumstances dictated, and as the Strategy Phase was revisited (which is discussed later in the
Production Phase) it became apparent that CruelUnusual should be delivered using the
online medium, as an omni-linear narrative drama.
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D I S C O V E RY :
During this stage I was involved with the adaptation and rewriting of the stage-play as a
screenplay. Having spent many years as a stage actor I decided to look back at productions I had been involved in previously in the hopes that I could find something familiar
and useful. I revisited a script for a play called Femme Fatale written by Michael Wolk,
that I had planned to perform about 10 years ago, then almost resurrected as a multimedia stage performance about five years ago. The script is a dark, moody thriller, in
the film noir genre, that had a cast of two and minimal locations. This left me with the
work of adaptation - taking the play script from the stage to the screen - to complete in
the next phase.

The film noir genre is one I have visited in the past, most noticeable in my Masters
Exegesis that studied micro-budget and B Unit filmmaking. The play Femme Fatale is
one firmly based in noir traditions and so the film noir genre was an obvious choice, but
a more neo-noir approach was to be taken including a contemporary setting and more
hard-edged approach.

DESIGN AND PLANNING:
The adaptation of Femme Fatale consisted of a complete rewrite of the play to encompass screenplay format and visual exposition. This process began with the organisation
of the play into ‘scenes’ to allow me to better understand how to create a more film like
flow between the three acts of the stage play. Once this was complete the rewriting
began by substituting location (Brisbane) specific cues and changing Americanisms in
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the dialogue to also reflect the film’s location (Australia). (See appendix 2 - CruelUnusual screenplay)

Visual exposition was also considered during conversations with both David Lewis and
Kaya Barry and it was decided that the shooting styles would vary from classic, static
locked off cinematography, to completely hand held cinematography. We would also
make use of the intensity that close-up framing provides to help the viewer perceive the
emotions of the characters, this mixture of shooting styles is highlighted in the Storyboards, illustrated by Kaya Barry (see Appendix 3 - CruelUnusual storyboards).

Deciding on technical specifications was made simple by the digital dictum of the Rhizomic Production Process. Staying true to the digital medium DV was the format of
choice for the location shooting of CruelUnusual. Three cameras were used in all during the production of the film.
• SONY DSR PD-150 (the camcorder that ‘captured’ Saddam Hussein): The DSR PD150 was selected as the A Camera for the duration of the production. The 150 is
widely regarded as one of the finest DVCam format cameras, and until recent development of prosumer HD cameras, was the preferred camera of choice for digital
filmmakers. (The DSR PD-150 has recently been superseded by the DSR PD-170)
• SONY PDX-10: The PDX-10 was utilised as the B Camera for the duration of the
production. The X10 is the camera that supersedes the PD100 and is recognised as a
fine camera, featuring a true 16:9 CCD chipset, however is not as strong under lowlight conditions as the PD150.
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• SONY PD-100: The 100 was used as a ‘pick-up’ camera and a B Unit camera and was
used for shots subsidiary to the main photography. The PD100 is the ‘old guard’ of
the DV Camera world. The first serious contender for the title of digital film camera,
the 100, although now superseded, is still an excellent proponent of the DVCam format.

The editing of sound and vision was to be handled using the Apple platform, as this is
the platform the majority of digital filmmakers are migrating to. Apple’s Production
Suite (consisting of Final Cut Pro, Soundtrack and DVD Studio Pro) was decided upon
as the system that was to be used during the editing of CruelUnusual because of its
flexibility, scalability and editing power.

It was anticipated that because all post-

production personnel were Apple based that all post-production project files would be
able to be shared easily through the Carracho server.

During this phase casting was to be decided upon, in order to push the use of digital
technologies into all facets of the production a ‘cybercasting call’ was put out by
emailing agencies and Universities as well as posting on relevant internet bulletin
boards. This proved successful as auditions were held in the School of Arts Video Studio in January 2004. From this casting session both leads were cast; Haakon SmithMeyer (a Norwegian postgraduate student) as Hal and Asha Kuerten (a host on Channel
9’s Hot Source) as Michelle. Once both cast and crew had been finalised the production
schedule was able to be realised.
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PRODUCTION:
Due to the rhizomic abilities that digital technologies bring us, there was virtually no
discretion between location production and post-production of CruelUnusual. This
proved to be a liberating experience, allowing post production personnel to edit sound
and vision while location crew were shooting, this enabled immediate re-shooting if
required and also allowed cast and crew to gain a feel for the way the ‘film’ was going
to be finished.

The location shooting of CruelUnusual was slated over a three-week period during February 2004. It was further split into blocks as dictated by the production schedule.
During this phase of production, call sheets and logs were uploaded to the Carracho
community so that creative personnel were aware of scheduling alterations or updates.

Shooting logs were produced at the end of each shooting day by the respective camera
operator and emailed to the director and uploaded to the Carracho community. This
served the purpose of allowing me to cull takes that were obviously not going to be able
to be used before digitisation.

It was during the last week of location shooting that I became ill and had to postpone
the last four days of shooting. At this stage I was not concerned with the rescheduling
as it was only a small amount of ‘bridging shots’ that needed to be shot, the majority of
the important scenes had been shot, and while there had been a few minor problems
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with audio recording overall I was very satisfied. Unfortunately this illness was timed
with the beginning of my teaching for Semester One and as the weeks rolled on I found
it difficult to schedule these shoots. Further problems arose when Asha Kuerten discovered she had been chosen as a new host on the Disney Channel and would be required to
move to Sydney, Haakon had also completed his studies and was due to move back to
Norway. Between the two leads it became impossible to schedule a shoot that the two
could make, in my frustration I decided to can the final shots, deciding that it would be
easier to bridge the scenes in other ways. This proved to be a bad decision - and I am
the first to admit it!

This forced me to revisit the Strategy Phase and discuss other options with David, my
co-producer and two possibilities were discussed. The first option consisted of the introduction of ‘music video style interstitials’ to bridge the gaps in the narrative. It
would be entirely logical that being a cross-platform hybrid production, and considering
the large amount of work I have produced as a music video director, that a crosspollination of the feature film and music video would be an interesting direction to take.
This would have also left open the possibilities of multi-purposing the production allowing not only the film and website, but also music videos as outcomes. The second
option, and the one ultimately decided upon, was to deliver CruelUnusual as an omnilinear internet based film. This delivery is discussed in the Testing, Deployment and
Fine Tuning Phase.
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One of the benefits of all editorial crew working on Apple computers and using Final
Cut Pro was that we were able to use the FCP offline platform. An explanation of the
differences between an offline and an online edit are provided by Andrew Baylis, on
Ken Stone’s Final Cut Pro website,
Offline Edit: Refers to the process of building the rough cut, specifically at less
than full resolution. This process is used as a way of being able to capture a lot of
material that may be needed for a project, without having enough hard drive
space to capture at the highest resolution. The edit can be fine-tuned from a lot of
material down to just what is needed for the final project.
Online Edit: The process of rebuilding the project from the Offline Edit. When the
project is onlined, it is captured (or re-captured) at full resolution. Because the
online edit is performed at full resolution, only the material needed for the final
edit is captured.
(Baylis, 2002)

This process of offline digitisation was handled at the end of each shooting session
(where time permitted). Dailies to be used in the rough cut were digitised utilising
FCP’s ‘Offline RT’ platform allowing smaller video sizes for the Carracho server and
uploaded to the Carracho server. Final Cut Pro project files were uploaded in tandem,
allowing editors to simply open the project files in Final Cut Pro and start editing. Once
they had completed their rough cuts they could upload their updated project files to the
Carracho server, ready to be opened, onlined and fine-tuned.
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Once the rough edit was in place I made some final editorial decisions and fine-tuned
for the final edit. Once this final edit was in place, lo-res offline versions of the project’s scenes were uploaded to the server to allow musicians involved to create score for
the picture. While some score was already produced and soundtrack already secured
during earlier phases (reinforcing the rhizomic nature of the process) final score and
ambience was needed to be frame accurate to the final cut.

Once it became clear that no further re-edit was necessary to combine the two sets of
scenes I began the on-lining process. Simply re-capturing the clips with the ‘online’
codec using FCP’s Media Manager function completed this. The on-lining process
proved no problems, considering some sources on the Internet claiming the process to
be ‘buggy’.

T E S T I N G , D E P L OY M E N T A N D F I N E TUNING:
Once final edits had been completed all scenes were compressed onto DVD allowing
personnel to view the cuts as a whole. Overall I was reasonably satisfied with what had
been created thus far, however viewing the project in its entirety really drew attention to
the bridging scenes that were missing from the project. However this DVD was all
about quality control, and rather than being depressed by the fact that I had failed to
complete the location shooting I was excited by the possibilities of the omni-linear de-
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livery of the project on the internet, and so the design and development of the website
and compression of the video began.

The first consideration was for the theme of the website, once again several options
were conceived to allow me to come to a final design. The first option was to design
the website to look like the interior of a taxi, basically a view of the dashboard and the
front windscreen, with website navigation through a ‘GPS’ device on the dashboard.
This design was rather limiting though as the video would have to have been too large
to present relative to bandwidth inside the windscreen of the taxi, the dashboard also
proved problematic as it appeared too cluttered and detracted from the movies themselves.

Diagram 5 - Initial website mock-ups

The second option proved to be the best, and was made up of a UBD/map arrangement
with the cover being the front page, the table of contents the navigation for the site and
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a map itself as a visual representation of the city and a launch-pad for the movies themselves.

Images from a UBD were first scanned, then manipulated in Adobe Photoshop to appear
well worn and to remove redundant text. Other icons (taxi and information) were also
created in Photoshop. These images were then processed in Macromedia Fireworks to
create ‘slices’ - ‘slices’ then become selectable areas when imported into Macromedia
Dreamweaver. Dreamweaver was employed to create the html necessary to drive the
website and to piece the various elements together.

Once the website was completed the Strategy Phase was again revisited to devise and
discuss methods of compression for the movie components, and how the scenes would
be broken down into manageable pieces. At this time Apple’s new operating system,
Tiger, was released and with it the latest version of QuickTime - QuickTime 7. One of
the primary discussions around the compression of the movies for the website centered
on the file format to use, QuickTime, Real Player or Windows Media - it was ultimately
decided to utilise the QuickTime format, then the discussions centered around the codec
of choice. Initially DivX was decided upon, however the need for users to download a
particular codec suitable for their computer was not desirable, so it was decided that a
QuickTime native codec would be used, and with the release of Tiger came the H.264
codec. “This new ultra-efficient video codec delivers stunning video quality at remarkably low data rates, so you see crisp, clear video in much smaller files. Chosen as the
industry-standard codec for 3GPP (mobile multimedia), HD-DVD and Blu-ray, H.264
represents the future of high-definition DVD playback.” (apple help menu)
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With the decision of platform and codec made, the next step was the compression of the
scenes using Apple QuickTime Pro. Each section of the movie compressed to a file size
of less than 20 Mb and a time-span of less than five minutes. File sizes could have been
made smaller by using a more ‘lossy’ codec or a smaller frame size, however aesthetically speaking the final movies were as close to a perfect quality vs. size ratio as I could
manage.

Once the encoding and the website were complete they were uploaded to the file-server
(http://live-wirez.gu.edu.au/staff/josh/hollywood2/cruelunusual) and made ‘live’. This
made it possible for creative personnel to view the website and make any necessary
comments.

Because this project was produced for the purpose of my MPhil a final public launch
was not deemed necessary, however this kind of launch would include the purchasing of
a dedicated domain name (www.cruelunusual.com) and a suitable media blitz (both online and traditional).

PHASE SIX: WORKING LIFE:
Because this project was produced for the purpose of my MPhil the working life of this
project consists of a relatively small period of time, therefore this phase of the process is
not being evaluated at this time. However, if CruelUnusual was a project created for a
different purpose then the this phase would probably have consisted of the actual
shooting of the missing ‘bridging scenes’ and the integration of those scenes into the
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completed film. The current website would be retired with a new site developed for the
purpose of being a companion site to the complete film that would be delivered via
DVD and possibly a limited digital cinema release.

At the retirement of the project all vital CruelUnusual project materials, including project files (audio, vision etc), digitised captures, rough cuts and websites would be
backed up on DVD or removable hard drive. This retirement, as mentioned before, may
not be a permanent one but may only temporary.

4.5) Summary
The production of CruelUnsual has proved invaluable in the evaluation of the Rhizomic
Production Process. Without this action research methodology-driven creative project it
would impossible to measure the value of the processes involved. In gauging the effectiveness of the process I used my prior experience in video production as a yardstick.

The flexible nature of the Rhizomic Production Process proved to be the most beneficial
part of the experience. This process allows filmmakers a flexible way to approach the
production of a project, whether it is a linear film or a totally cross-platform project.
The traditional production process teaches us that all pre-production must be complete
and concrete prior to production and that post-production comes after production,
whereas the Rhizomic Production Processes encourages filmmakers to approach their
filmmaking in a more fluid way. The symbiotic relationship between the technology
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used and the process itself also allowed me, as a filmmaker, to experiment with form
and function within a framework that still produced a completed project, indeed the final form of the project would not have eventuated without the aid of the process, thus
proving its worth.

The continuously overlapping phases allow us to explain the natural processes of creativity in filmmaking in a way that does not cause us to appear haphazard in our process.
The procedure of blending the three formal phases of traditional production (preproduction, production and post-production) into an evolutionary, rhizomic process has
enabled me to better explain the way digital filmmakers are currently working, and
gives me an easily understandable method behind my own productions.
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5) Conclusions and Implications
This project explored possible shifts in the production process paradigm, through the
influence of new, digital technologies, and evaluated the resultant process through the
production of a creative project – CruelUnusual. The project research consisted of two
main components:

• Research into possible solutions for digital production of audio-visual projects. The
Rhizomic Production Process was designed to not only accommodate, but also exploit
new, digital technologies. Research was carried out into the effect these technologies
were having in the production of ‘films’ and propositions were made about the future of
production processes, resulting in the examination of a proposed process – the Rhizomic
Production Process.

• Action research, in the form of the production of a creative project, was undertaken to
evaluate the benefits of the new production process.

The project satisfied my goals of using a new production process to create a ‘new film’.
The resultant omni-linear internet motion-picture is a result of the Rhizomic Production
Process, a result not possible through traditional production processes. This projectbased action research yielded an omni-linear internet motion-picture within an experimental framework, where geographically separated personnel could create a product by
reacting and improvising with each other’s edits. This project was used as an evaluation
for the Rhizomic Production Process.
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The evaluation of the Rhizomic Production Process must begin by examining the creative project CruelUnusual, not just its content or quality, but the form that it has ultimately taken. At the beginning of this project CruelUnusual was destined to be strictly
a low/no budget feature film, what it has ultimately become – an omni-linear internet
motion-picture – is possibly the most exciting outcome from this research. Through the
interaction of other personnel, the old has become the new and through the interaction
of process and technology a film has become something else entirely. Hard to categorise, harder to position in the market, CruelUnusual posits itself as something unique
and cutting edge. Merging the culture of the digital film, with the culture of the Internet, CruelUnusual breathes new life into old form, giving birth to a new media form.

The cyclical, anti arborescent nature of the Rhizomic Production Process has benefited
the production of CruelUnusual in many ways. I will now outline the benefits most
applicable to the production of a ‘film’.

The overlapping of production phases allows hindsight to become foresight. Mistakes
during location shooting can be located by editors working on roughs form the previous
day and reshot straight away. New ideas stemmed from the flow of the rough cut can be
quickly reworked, rewritten and shot, before too much time is lost. The intercreativity
of technology and process becomes invaluable.
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It may be useful here to consider the question that a low-budget and constrained project
like CruelUnusual could only tackle indirectly: how could the Rhizomic Production
Process be used by a large base of creative personnel, and what would it mean in terms
of media, culture and social communication? What are the possibilities for an ongoing
Rhizomic Production Process online studio situation, with multiple projects being produced and multiple personnel involved in their production?

Like Deleuze & Guattari’s notion of felt as an anti fabric, the rhizomic process of filmmaking is a process of ‘fulling’ an entanglement of the hierarchical order of the traditional Production Process. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:475)

Since the completion of the creative project, I have again been engaged by Photon VFX
to oversee the digital content management of a feature film. It has been an interesting
time, enabling me to see various in-house technologies that have been created over the
last 18 months, technology that brings more closely together the IT, editorial and content management departments.

This exegesis and creative project and the development of the Rhizomic Production
Process provides a framework for production processes in this digital age that is of great
benefit for independent digital filmmakers. It allows for production to occur in a nonconstraints based system where the production crew participate in an open-ended production schedule. This process provides for the seamless integration of production and
post-production, blurring traditional boundaries and liberating the creativity of inde-
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pendent digital filmmakers. This liberation is important because each crew-member
within a production is able to be more aware of the creative activity of others, and because it can be used as a springboard for new ideas throughout the process.
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7) Appendices
7.1) Appendix 1: Music Video Broadcast List
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7.2) Appendix 2: CruelUnusual Screenplay

CRUEL&UNUSUAL

(DOCUMENT PROPERTIES)
Screenplay by Josh Nicholas
Written by Michael Wolk
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GODDAMN MYSTERIOUS
EXT. GRAVEYARD. DAY
Hal and Michelle face each other over a burial plot.
mourners also surround the ceremony.

Other

HAL V.O.
The ways of the heart I tell ya are
goddamn mysterious ‘cause here the
old man’s getting buried, Mum’s
outta control, I’m standing there in
one of the old man’s suits, any second it’s gonna fuuckin’ pour, one of
the old man’s pals is saying what a
great human being he was – easy for
him to say, they played golf – and
I’m cruising this chick. What can I
say? I know this ain’t appropriate
behavior but… even with the hair
back, even in all that cemetery
drag…she’s lookin’ back is the
thing, with these eyes, and they are
hot…with sympathy? Maybe. Maybe.
Rain. Just a coupla drops, but they
sorta grease the preacher’s gears –
he’s still got the slow rolling
tones, but you can tell he’s wrapping it up – he hits the “Amen”, the
storm breaks, the crowd breaks, me
an’ mum go for the limo, and we’re
tooling outta the cemetery, and I
look out the window – and the girl,
she’s still there, standing up by
the grave, alone, in the rain.
(pause) She had my interest. Definitely.

Hal’s limo pulls away as Michelle moves closer to the edge
of the grave, she pulls out a set of keys, holds them out
for a moment, then drops them into the grave.
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LEGACY
EXT. CITY STREET. DAY
Hal is driving his taxi.

HAL
Bastard…That’s the virtue of cruising ‘round the city of Brisbane in
this canary – ya know where ya
stand. In family matters, this
isn’t always the case. With family
sometimes someone’s gotta croak before ya get the bottom line, and in
this case the bottom line is a big,
red ink fuck you. Long as I remember, there was this money stashed
for me. My trust fund. Love that
word trust. The will gets read and
guess who’s left out in the cold.
Then guess who wiggles in and wiggles off with 100 thousand bucks.
The number from the cemetery. She’s
in. I’m out. (laughs)

INT. HAL’S FAMILY HOME. NIGHT
It is a wake after Hals’ father’s funeral.

HAL (CONTINUED)
The big laugh though is, we’re at
the house after the funeral, everyone suckin’ down the schnapps, this
major jerk, Dr. Emil Nash, old
friend of the family, corners me,
lays this fat hand on me, breathes
booze in my face, and says,

DR EMIL NASH
A boy should know the truth about
his father.
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HAL (V.O.)
So, turns out the old man didn’t
check out at the hospital. Nash
gets him delivered there “after the
fact”. And the fact is, he bought
it while he was in bed with his 100
thousand dollar…individual. And
there are a few details make a guy
wonder just what went down. But no
one’s asking questions. Gotta think
about mum – far as she knows, he
died kosher, laid out on those
clean, white, hospital sheets. More
important though, ya gotta think of
the practice. The surviving partners. God knows we don’t wanna
jeopardize the integrity of the
firm. So the jerk gives me the rap,
slaps me on the back, and I get the
feeling I’m supposed to feel proud
the old man got away with something
– even in his last earthly act.
(laughs)

INT. MICHELLE’S APRTMENT. NIGHT.
Michelle enters the room, switching on a lamp. She wears a
nightdress; her hair is wild, her face glistens with sweat.
There is a bandage around her wrist. She reaches for the
telephone by the lamp, stops.

HAL (V.O.)
But what I’m thinking, for some reason can’t stop wondering, is about
that girl – and just who got away
with what…

Michelle again reaches for the phone, punches buttons. After a moment:

MICHELLE
Nathan…Yes, but I have to talk…NaJosh Nicholas - Ho"ywood 2.0
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than, please, I had this dream…
The line goes dead. Michelle let’s the hand with the receiver drop, but does not hang up.

SCREAMER
EXT. CITY STREET. DAY.
Hal sits in his taxi, drinking coffee from a take-out container. He looks out the window from time to time, he is
waiting for someone.

HAL
I’m driving nightside, I’m driving
dayside, and maybe I’m driving myself a little to the left of bananas
‘cause last night – afternoon- whatever the fuck it was – I get this
bizzaro number about that chick.

EXT. ALLEY. NIGHT.
Hal and Michelle are engaging in hot and heavy action
against a wall.
HAL (V.O.)
She’s in black, wearing sunglasses,
and we’re up against this dead end
place, concrete area of some sort,
and I’m ripping of her clothes.
She’s got this great little body,
white though, like blinding, gotta
squint just to look, and I tell her,
take off the sunglasses, but she
won’t. I try and rip ‘em off, and
we slip to the ground, she’s under
me, squirming, arms, legs, and to be
honest, it’s got me excited, but I’m
still goin’ for the glasses, really
zeroed on those glasses, and I grab
‘em, yank ‘em off, she lets loose
this howl, and I look and, Christ,
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there’s nothing there, man, nothing
but these two black holes, and I
pull back and her face, there’s no
face at all, just bone, and this
smile, this skull smile and I push
her away, man, but she’s got her
arms around me, legs twisted around
me and they are ice and she’s pulling my face to that face and I can’t
fight it, and the holes move right
over my head, swallow it, and I’m
falling, spinning, being sucked
down, screaming like hell and I know
it’s the end and then boom! I wake
up with my ass on the floor. (pause)
Now this I can live without. Figure this babe stole enough, I’m not
gonna let her get my sleep. (checks
the window again) Well here it is.
The golden moment.

OUIJA RIDE
EXT. HOSPITAL/CITY STREET. DAY

Michelle comes out of the door of the hospital, wearing her
nurses uniform. Hal honks, leans out of his window.

HAL
Hey! You believe this? A miracle
on the footpaths of Brisbane! Almost didn’t recognize you, you look
so…hygienic…Hello? You recognize
me, right?

MICHELLE
Right.

HAL
Course you do. But the way you
looked at me…the way you’re still
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looking at me…Aw, the surprise element, right? I’m sorry. Let me
tell ya, this is a great shock to me
too. I’m real glad though, ‘cause,
we got introduced when they read the
will, but there you were in that
crappy folding chair almost out in
the hallway, and there was no opportunity for human contact. So now
here’s the opportunity, and I wanna
extend the hand of friendship. Hal
Gaines. (offers his hand)…What?
Afraid I got bacteria?

MICHELLE
This coincidence…rather lacks…credibility.

HAL
‘Scuse me?

MICHELLE
I believe you understand me.

HAL
Before I get maybe offended, let me
tell ya something. There’s a principle here you don’t understand.
I’m driving a taxi, and in this city
you’re not just driving on streets,
you’re driving on energy, and lotsa
timed when something’s ripe, when I
should run inta someone, I do,
‘cause there’s some fate element
here, like that ouija board bit, I
just put my hands on this wheel, and
there’s something pulling me, wherever, whyever, I don’t know – but
here you are and that is totally
within the realm of everyday possibility –
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MICHELLE
Mr. Gaines, they told me yesterday,
at Reception, you were asking about
me.

HAL
(uncomprehending) Me? All right.
I been wanting to run into you. I
took a little affirmative action.
Maybe you think I got hard feelings.
Relax. The old man and me didn’t
see eye to eye, but what’s that got
to do with you?…Another few minutes
with this hand here, they’re gonna
have to amputate.

Michelle takes his hand

HAL
Hallelujah!…This is a wet hand.
I do that? Give you a case of
clammy hands?

Did

MICHELLE
You were lying in wait for me. For
all I know, you could be mentally
unbalanced.

HAL
I been “lying in wait” hoping I
could maybe give you a lift when you
got off you’re shift. C’mon, hop
in. I’ll take you where you’re
goin. Downtown, cross-town, the
moon, you name it, it’s on me.

Thank you.
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HAL
Six a.m. You been on your feet all
night and you’re gonna walk?

MICHELLE
Yes.

HAL
C’mon. I picked up tons of nurses;
all they talk about is how much they
wanna get off their feet. It’s one
of their big motivations in life.
Right?

Michelle tries to free her hand from Hal’s grasp.

HAL
C’mon it’s the smallest thing I can
do. For all you did for the old
man.

MICHELLE
I didn’t do anything. Much.
extremely little actually.

I did

HAL
Aw, what modesty! The way I understand it, you did everything humanly
possible. (smiles)

MICHELLE
(jerks her hand free) Goodbye, I’m
sorry about your loss.

Hal gets out of the taxi and begins following her.
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Hey wait.
–

HAL
Is your time so valuable

MICHELLE
Please

HAL
What’s the situation!
a ride.

I offered you

MICHELLE
Is that what you’re offering?

HAL
What else? Jesus. Did I even hint
I wanted anything else? What would
I want?…Wow! If you’d stop to think
of the ego involved in that. The
paranoia. Lemme illustrate something - (he empties his pockets)
Here. Liz. Great kid, great body.
Macrobiotic…Jamie! NYU film student…Pat? Pam? Who is this?
Doesn’t jog the memory. But here’s
my point – every time I go to the
Laundromat, phone numbers fall out,
it looks like Autumn in Newfarm
Park. What do I need with you? All
you are is…human interest. I make a
gesture, purely outta courtesy, you
act like I’m contaminated. What is
it? Some bad press I got form the
old man, right?

MICHELLE
We did…He didn’t discuss you. I
never even thought of you, until the
funeral.
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HAL
Ah, and then what did you think?

MICHELLE
That…

HAL
Yeah?

MICHELLE
That this would happen.

HAL
What’s happened?

MICHELLE
You’re harassing me.

HAL
I…whew! I’m offering you a ride,
that to you is harassment? I think
it’s just that maybe you’re overwrought, you know? You’re shaking,
you look totally shot –

MICHELLE
I’m fine.

HAL
You should see your eyes.

MICHELLE
I happen to be perfectly fine¡
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HAL
You’re fine, you just happen to look
like a possum.

MICHELLE
Maybe it’s been a rather trying
week!

HAL
Maybe it has. Maybe it has…(sighs)
I know it’s been kind of a drain in
me…But look, there’s no reason for
any negative energy between you and
me, is there? I mean, can ya just
see this for what it is: a guy who
was a little curious to meet you, a
guy who felt bad when his entire
family gave you the evil eye when
they heard what a slice of the estate you got? A guy who just wants
to offer you a courtesy, to be a big
man in his little way. For my sake,
even maybe for yours, take the ride.
A five-minute ride. We’ll have a
civilized word, and that will be
that. We’ll part on a nice note,
and if we ever see each other again,
maybe we’ll wave.

MICHELLE
If…I were to accept this ride, I
would want this very clear. I would
be accepting it as a civil gesture.
After this, I would expect you would
not continue to –

HAL
Yeah yeah – you take the ride, I
buzz off.
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MICHELLE
Yes…rather…permanently.
understand.

Tell me you

HAL
Sure, sure, isn’t that what I been
saying?

They cross back to the taxi. Hal opens the front door for
her, but Michelle gets in the back.

HAL
So where to?

MICHELLE
Don’t you know?

HAL
How would I know?

MICHELLE
Woollongabba.

HAL
Woollongabba, that’s good. Now at
least I know it’s in the Southern
Hemisphere.

MICHELLE
I live right there.

Very close by.

HAL
And you were gonna walk?
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MICHELLE
Why not?

HAL
Long way in your condition.

Michelle opens her mouth to say something, does not.
starts the taxi. After a moment…

HAL
So…you’re a nurse.

Hal

Not to pry here…

MICHELLE
Yes, I am a nurse.

HAL
Ah, must be interesting, being a
nurse…How ‘bout all that blood?
Does it get to ya?

MICHELLE
Blood is blood.

HAL
Spoken like a true nurse. But, I
tell ya, blood has always had a
negative effect on me…You’re not
real old, are ya?

MICHELLE
Not real old, no.
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HAL
Twenty-three?

MICHELLE
That’s a fair approximation.

HAL
Michelle Larson… Where you from,
Melbourne, Sydney?

MICHELLE
Canberra.

HAL
Pittsburgh?

MICHELLE
Bradford.

HAL
Where’s that?

MICHELLE
Nowhere.

HAL
How’d ya make your escape?

MICHELLE
Savings.

HAL
From nursing? You were a nurse in
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Bradford?

MICHELLE
Yes. Bradford Pavillion Hospital.
I was assistant floor supervisor, if
you want to check up on me.

HAL
Aw, c’mon, be loose, I’m not gonna…So it was like in this capacity
of being like a nurse that you first
met the old man, right?

MICHELLE
Was that a raindrop?

HAL
Where?

MICHELLE
On the windshield.

Hal looks closely out of the window.

HAL
No, it’s something very small, now
very dead.

MICHELLE
The sky looks somewhat threatening.

HAL
Now aren’t you glad you’re riding
with me?
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MICHELLE
I carry a foldaway raincoat.

HAL
…Right. So. You were saying how ya
met the old man.

MICHELLE
What do you do?

HAL
I play front row for the Broncos.
Whaddaya –

MICHELLE
He – you’re father – said…

HAL
He did talk about me then, hm?

MICHELLE
He made one comment once.

HAL
Can you repeat it?

MICHELLE
He said you dropped out of uni to
become a thief.

Christ!
was?
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MICHELLE
Of course. A very prominent, successful, well-respected –

HAL
A goddam criminal lawyer. He made a
living helping murderers, rapists
and thieves ease their guilty asses
through some legal loophole. The
biggest rush he got was standing in
that courtroom selling twelve suckers the concept that black is, ya
know, really just dark grey, and
grey is, ya know, really white when
you dust it off and look at it…So
I’m not some pinstripe wimp, tie
knotted around my neck, scribbling
on a yellow pad, lying through my
teeth in pig Latin. So maybe I’ve
done a few hustles in my time, but
this is life on the street, man,
everyone hustles, it’s out front.
That’s why I got this taxi. ‘Cause
everyday the’re possibilities and I
latch on when I like, see, in my own
time…and one day, I’ll be set up
just fine…Ha, I’m crazy spilling all
this to you…You were telling me, you
met him at the hospital when he had
that first heart attack six months
ago, right? What was it that made
you two cook?

MICHELLE
I was doing my job.
ing”.

I wasn’t “cook-

HAL
Everybody in cardiac care was doing
their job, I assume. He didn’t
leave them 100 grand. So come on,
level with me. What was it that attracted you to him? His suave manner?
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MICHELLE
He didn’t have a suave manner. He
had tubes up his nose and wires
practically everywhere else. He was
frightened.

Yeah?

HAL
Scared?

You could see that?

MICHELLE
Anyone could have. But his friends,
and Marsha – your mother –

HAL
Yeah, I’m familiar with her.

MICHELLE
She alternated crying with talk
about buying clothes for winter in
Miami. His friends talked law. And
golf.

HAL
(simultaneously with Michelle)
Golf.

MICHELLE
He had nearly died. He needed someone to talk to, to help him come to
terms with his own mortality.

HAL
And you helped him in that direction. So, he’s lying there, tubes
running out of all available exits,
scared to death, and this attracts
you?
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Michelle looks out the window, alarmed.

MICHELLE
This is wrong.
HAL
It’s okay. You can be frank. I understand human quirks. I figured
out there’s nothing more human than
quirks. If fear turns ya on –

MICHELLE
You’re…this…

HAL
It’s a natural instinct. I mean,
things that are wild can smell fear,
they go right –

MICHELLE
This is the wrong way.
going?

Where are we

HAL
Hm? Oops. This is what happens
when you’re coming off a sixteenhour shift. Ya got this little
voice in your head, your private
dispatcher, ya just go where it
says, ya forget no one else can hear
it. I’m sorry. I just thought,
since here we are cooking with this
conversation –

MICHELLE
You said – promised –
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HAL
Yep! I’m taking ya home! We’re
just, uh, taking a more expansive
route.

No!

MICHELLE
Take me home, now!

HAL
Hey, no big deal. You were gonna
walk, ya can’t be in a hurry, right?

MICHELLE
Where is this? This gets bad.

HAL
Yeah? Well, guess this part of town
does get a little intense for little
girls in white rubber shoes.

MICHELLE
Take me home!

Right.

HAL
But I had this idea.

MICHELLE
Forget it.

HAL
But you don’t know what it is.
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MICHELLE
I don’t want to! Stop!
me out!

Now!

Let

HAL
Where? Jesus. See those rusted out
truck trailers? Ya know what goes
on inside those things?

MICHELLE
I have to get home.
waiting for me!

HAL
Waiting for you?
dawn?

Yes!

Ah.

There’s someone

At the crack of

MICHELLE
Right now!

HAL
Keeping the bed warm.

MICHELLE
Yes!

HAL
Waiting for you in a warm bed this
Sunday morning.

Yes!

MICHELLE
He is!
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You didn’t let the sheets get cold.

MICHELLE
What?

HAL
Who’d you find to take the old man’s
place?

MICHELLE
We never…I have a boyfriend.

HAL
A boyfriend?

MICHELLE
He’s my fiancé.

HAL
In two seconds, he went from boyfriend to fiancé.

MICHELLE
We’re getting married in two weeks!
Look! Look at the damn ring!

HAL
Whoa. Definitely not Woolworth’s.
How long ya had it?

MICHELLE
Months!
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HAL
You were wearing that and going at
it with the old man? You got a spacious heart. Guess you must have
different niches to fill, huh. What
niche was the old man filling, exactly?

MICHELLE
None! I knew him strictly in a professional capacity!

HAL
What profession are we talking about
here?

MIXHELLE
You…You have no right to –

HAL
I have a right to be curious, don’t
I? Curious about the old man’s curious demise?

MICHELLE
He had a coronary.

HAL
In your bed.

MICHELLE
In the hospital!

HAL
Don’t bother with the authorized
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version. I’ve been briefed by the
eminent Dr. Emil Nash.

MICHELLE
He…insinuated…

HAL
He didn’t insinuate shit. He told
me the old man croaked in your bed
and that’s where he found him. He
figured I had a genetic right to
know.

MICHELLE
Where are you taking me?

HAL
Right here.

NO SHOW SUNRISE
EXT. DOCKS. NIGHT
Hal gets out of the taxi. The sounds of water lapping and
an occasional gull are heard.

HAL
The river. And beyond, the ocean.
If ya walk to the end of the pier ya
can just make out the Storey Bridge.
‘Course mostly what you’re lookin
at is Newfarm. But I thought we
could maybe stand here, have a
heart-to-heart as we contemplate the
sunrise. Now, how’s that? …Hello?

Michelle has not yet gotten out of the taxi, nor does it
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look like she wants to.

MICHELLE
It’s not going to happen.

HAL
What?

MICHELLE
The sunrise.

HAL
Isn’t that being a little pessimistic? I know it’s sorta grey out –

MICHELLE
This is the west side.
The sun,
for some billions of years, has
shown a rather firm preference for
rising in the east.

HAL
Goddam. Ya know, I think you’re
right. I’m sorry. It’s been a weird
time for me. Day, night, it gets
twisted. All that happens here is
the sunset, and we’re just a little
early for the show…nice setting,
though, don’t you think? Why don’t
you step out?

Hal moves to open Michelle’s door, she slide across the car
seat and gets out the opposite door. They stand with the
taxi between them.

MICHELLE
You lied.
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HAL
And you’ve been nothing but truthful
down to the laces on your goodietwo-shoes…Look, I just thought…it’s
not exactly a Hallmark card – ya got
the smell, and Hoboken over there –
but it’s quiet. Peaceful. Inspires
and individual to think: what’s it
all about. Life. Love. Loss…

MICHELLE
It inspires me to think you are
quite possibly deranged.

Hal begins to move around the taxi, unzipping his jacket as
he does. Michelle darts out of his way.

HAL
I just wanna give you the jacket.
Ya look cold.

Keep it.

MICHELLE
I’m fine.

HAL
You’re fine. Christ. That’s gonna
be your epitaph: “Michelle Larson,
19…62 to 1985. I’m fine.”

They move along the edge of the pier.

MICHELLE
Will you please inform me just why
you have abducted me?
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HAL
Gee, is this how you perceive this?
If that’s the case, I’m really –

MICHELLE
Please. Perhaps we’d both cope with
this more effectively if you’d just
concentrate, put whatever mental facilities you have to work, and give
me a precise statement of your purpose in bringing me here to freeze.

HAL
Sometimes when ya talk, I don’t
know, it sounds like a tape-recorded
message from the phone company.

MICHELLE
All right. Listen closely.
the-fuck-do-you-want?

What-

HAL
Good. Good. You’re learning to
communicate. Well, to respond to
your query, what I want is to know a
little more about how the old man
“came to terms with his mortality”.

MICHELLE
Well. As you say – you’ve been
briefed.

HAL
Yeah. I got what ya might call the
bold strokes. But there’s some details that’re a little hazy.

MICHELLE
He died of a coronary.
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pen to be with me.

HAL
That’s where it happened to happen.

MICHELLE
Are you saying…something?

HAL
I’m saying that it would interest me
to know how it happened. Precisely.

MICHELLE
I would think that decency would…
constrain your curiosity about details.

HAL
I think you should tell me.

MICHELLE
Why?

HAL
I’m the man’s son.
blood.

His flesh and

MICHELLE
It’s not as if you loved him.

HAL
You did.
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MICHELLE
Yes

HAL
Deeply?

MICHELLE
You’ll never know how much.

HAL
But I want to know how much. In
fact, I want to know how, period.

MICHELLE
You want me to explain it to you? A
son who never came to see him in the
hospital?

HAL
Oh, I was there. I hadn’t seen him
for a couple of years, but I came.
I saw him lying there, looking so…
tired – I mean the man already looks
like a memory.

INT. HOSPITAL. DAY
Hal enters the hospital ward, he makes his eay to his father’s bed.

HAL (V.O.)
The first thing outta my mouth, for some reason, is, “I’m
sorry.” Fuck. Sorry, he says, you’re sorry. He looks at
these flowers I’m holding – not even my idea, these flowers, mum felt I shouldn’t go in their empty handed, this
being a very big deal reunion, and he says, were ya hoping
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to put those on my grave? I’m supposed to deal with that?
So I say yeah, yeah, and I throw the goddam things on him.
Walk out. I get to the taxi, I figure, shit, so I go back,
but I get to the room and there’s this little ass bending
over him, this I realize now, belongs to you, and he is engrossed, I’m gone from his mind. ‘Course he remembers well
enough to tell mum I’m out to bury him. This was the man.
A prince.

MICHELLE
Obviously you were alienated from
him. May I point out that possibly
this was your problem, not his? You
must have noticed the number of people at the funeral. These were all
people who cared –

HAL
Babe, there were two kinds of people
there. Zombies and sharks. The
zombies got a sensual thrill from
having their blood sucked. All his
life the old man attracted them.
The sharks, the old man’s pals, they
were the ones who looked a little
edgy. They made their whole lives
outta fucking the world, and looking
down into that hole, I think they
got the idea that this world fuck’s
back!

MICHELLE
Your father was never anything but
generous with me.

Yeah.

HAL
It makes a guy wonder.

MICHELLE
What, precisely does it make you
wonder?
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HAL
Just what it is you do that arouses
such generosity.

MICHELLE
Are you implying…that I am…in some
sense…a whore?

HAL
Did I say that?

MICHELLE
You are disgusting.

HAL
And what are you, nurse? You loved
him and I just can’t understand,
it’s my problem? Well, what gets in
the way of my understanding is the
thirty years I knew the man. This
clouds my thinking, ‘cause what
those thirty years taught me is that
the love he had in his heart
couldn’t fill a shotglass.

MICHELLE
I can’t help it if he didn’t love
you! Who possibly could?

HAL
Who fucking cares if he loved me!
don’t goddam it, I’m an adult for
chrissakes, think I give a goddam
fuck whether my daddy loved me?

I

MICHELLE
Then just what is your point?
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HAL
My point is don’t talk to me about
love, the man was as sentimental as
a shark. Talk to me about how it
really was, babe, and how it was
that might, when he was foiund in
your bed, arms folded, real peaceful, like he died in his sleep. But
he didn’t, did he? He had this
bruise on his head, no one knows
from what, it’s hours before you
call anyone, by the time our
friendly doctor gets there with the
ambulance, he’s already the colour
of cement. So tell me, babe, about
the picture I see, ‘cause what I see
is a man so used to twisting everyone around his finger he couldn’t
see how much twisting this little
girl was doing, a little girl who
creeps away in her crepe soles with
100 gees and is getting married in
two weeks.

MICHELLE
You’re insane!

Hal begins to move closer to Michelle.

Am I?

HAL
Am I?

Micelle clutche her keys in her fist; they stick out between her fingers, she draws her fist back.

MICHELLE
Don’t!
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HAL
Hey! Cool move! Police Citizens
Youth Club self-defense graduate,
right? Ya drive ‘em in like that,
sorta let the IQ dribble out through
the eyes…Whoa, easy, you’re running
out of pier there…Listen, I got extreme…accept my apology…accept my
jacket…C’mon, it’s windy out here…
Now I’m offering a coat, you’re offering to sink an inch of steel in
my eye. Can we come to some sort of
understanding here? Go ahead, unlock my brain if you want…but I
think there’s an understanding here,
isn’t there…some sort of understanding…

No.

MICHELLE
None. You’re…

Michelle turns to escape but she is at the end of the pier.
She screams and nearly falls, teetering dizzily on the
edge. Hal throws his arms around her.

HAL
Whoa…Almost lost ya there…ooo,
you’re shaking…

MICHELLE
I don’t like the edge of things…

HAL
It’s all right, I’ve got you.

MICHELLE
It’s not all right.
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HAL
What’s wrong with it?

MICHELLE
Every…possible…thing.

Hal drapes his jacket around her.

HAL
I thought you’d appreciate the
warmth.

Michelle tries to move back from the edge of the pier, but
Hal doesn’t let her.

MICHELLE
Let me go. I demand you take me
home. This instant.

HAL
What is it you gotta hurry home to?

MICHELLE
My real life.

HAL
Is the bed warmer real?

MICHELLE
Yes.

HAL
Isn’t this real?
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Michelle shakes her head.

HAL
I gotta disagree with you there.
This feels real to me, realer than
anything that’s happened this whole
goddam week…this grey light makes
everything sharp. Just the two of
us, sticking way out on this river.
Statue of Liberty…maybe this would
seem more real if you turned around.
C’mon. whaddya think. Just look
at me.

Hal moves back from the edge.

MICHELLE
It’s very obvious what you want.

HAL
What do I want?

MICHELLE
I don’t like to say the word for
what you want…

HAL
And what do you want?

MICHELLE
To go home.

Really?
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Hal pulls here close for a kiss. Michelle breaks away at
the last second, slipping out of Hal’s coat and racing a
few steps before turning to see that Hal has not moved.

HAL
I have a confession to make…I’m
really ashamed of this…but the fact
is…I stole your wallet. I’m sorry.
I dunno what possessed me. Haven’t
stolen a wallet in years…

MICHELLE
Give it to me.

HAL
Oh, yeah, OK.

MICHELLE
Throw it.

HAL
Bad arm.

MICHELLE
You have two.

HAL
(hefts the wallet in his hand) Heavy. Lotta pictures in here. The
illustrated Michelle Larson. Can I…
just take a peek?

MICHELLE
No
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HAL
Is it true when girls say no they
mean yes?

MICHELLE
No

HAL
That’s what I thought.

Hal snaps open the wallet, Michelle comes cautiously
closer, afraid to get too close.

HAL
Aw, c’mon. Just what is so private
about your private life?

MICHELLE
Don’t you fare.

HAL
All I really wanna do is look at
this fiancé. That would help me put
all the pieces together. Is this
guy a moron, didn’t know what was
going on? Or is he a little sharper
than that? I guy who saw 100 gees
would make a helluva wedding present? Who was maybe even encouraging you…

MICHELLE
You’re sick! Totally sick!
give me my –
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HAL
A nerve here? Is the guy the real
mastermind?

MICHELLE
He’s not a mastermind, you idiot!
He’s a dentist!

Ha!
it.

HAL
And doesn’t know a thing about

MICHELLE
No.

HAL
Not even about the money?
dred –

One hun-

MICHELLE
It’s from a grateful patient!
things happen all the time!

These

HAL
The dentist doesn’t know who the
grateful patient was? Or where you
were all those nights, making him
grateful?

MICHELLE
It’s my life!

HAL
Sounds like you have a couple of
lives baby.
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Hal lets the wallet fall open. And accordion strip of
plastic-sheathed photos tumble out. Michelle races towards
him.

MICHELLE
No!

HAL
Ah, Michelle and her secrets, Michelle and her niches…

Michelle grabs at the photos, which Hal sweeps out of the
way.

HAL
I’m on to something, huh, getting
warm…

Michelle struggles for the wallet. Hal detaches the strip
of photos and lets her take the wallet. He looks at a
photo.

HAL
Jesus! That’s him? This potbellied
wimp? (he continues to look through
the photos) All of him? Must be
the guy. Christ. I think I believe
you. He looks like a dentist. And
a moron. (laughs) She says “I do”
to one guy while she’s doing another
guy to death. Old men, fat dentists
– our little night nurse, on duty,
in control, 24 hours a day. White
on the outside but, baby, what colour are you inside?

Michelle grabs the strip of photos; there is a tug of war
before Hal finally lets go. Michelle bunches the photos
together, and throws them off the pier.
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MICHELLE
Don’t ever touch me!
my life! Never!

Or any part of

HAL
(angry) What is it?
thing contagious?

I got some-

Michelle begins to back away.

MICHELLE
You heard me.

HAL
Yeah! Now hear me! You say the
dentist isn’t onto ya. Yet. I
can’t help wondering would happen…if
he knew.

Michelle stops dead.

HAL
Does that throw a wrench in your
clockwork?

MICHELLE
You…This doesn’t involve him.

HAL
Well, once he hears a few brief
facts, I think he’ll be very involved.
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MICHELLE
What is you want?

HAL
Just one thing.

One little thing.

Hal pulls Michelle’s face roughly to his. Michelle
screams, Hal puts his hand over her mouth.

HAL
Shhhh. Jesus, you’ll wake New Jersey. Listen. All I want is for you
to take me to the place the old man
kept you. That’s all.

Michelle shakes her head “no”.

HAL
Think my being there will…defile the
shrine? Deep loving being so far
beyond my intellectual grasp? I
wanna see it. Is that, to be honest, too much to ask?

Hal cautiously removes his hand from Michelle’s mouth.

MICHELLE
I won’t.

HAL
That would be real disappointing to
me.

MICHELLE
I won’t.
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HAL
It’s that tough? You’d rather the
dentist knew, for example, then to
go there…

I can’t.

MICHELLE
I can’t…

HAL
Why?

MICHELLE
The keys, I don’t have the keys.

HAL
Ah, maybe they’ll turn up. We’ll go
there and maybe they’ll turn up.

MICHELLE
No, they’re gone…forever.

HAL
Well, locks never really hung me up
much anyway.

MICHELLE
I’ll tell you where it is…You can
go.

HAL
Alone? Wouldn’t be the same.
gether, we’ll go together.
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Hal releases Michelle.
looks out.

She walks to the end of the pier,

HAL
Thinking of swimming to the bridge?

Michelle murmurs something, pulling on her ring.

HAL
Pardon?

MICHELLE
I’ll go with you.

HAL
Good girl.

MICHELLE
Somewhere else.

HAL
Aw, kinky, but not what I had in
mind. I wanna see the place baby,
not roll around with you at the Ramada Inn.

MICHELLE
(after a moment) If…then I’m
through with you. Forever.

HAL
Yeah, sure.
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MICHELLE
Swear it.

I swear it.

HAL
On the old man’s grave.

Michelle takes a deep breath and enters the taxi.
in and starts the engine.

Hal gets

HAL
Where are we goin?

MICHELLE
160 Riverside.

HAL
Nice address. What’s the place like
now? I mean, did ya remove any furnishings that seemed suitable for
your new marital abode?

MICHELLE
It’s exactly as it was.

HAL
Big place? One bedroom?

Studio?

MICHELLE
A room. It’s just a room. Just a
room… (she continues to mouth the
words “just a room” as Hal turns
around and begins to drive)
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THE ROOM
INT. THE OLD MAN’S APARTMENT.

DAY.

Grey light fades up through the windows of the room. There
is a bed with a chrome rail headboard; the other furnishings – hi-tech chrome, leather and plexiglass – include a
table and chairs, armchair, vanity, licquor cabinet, bookcases. Plants, dying or dead, fill the bookcases and hang
from the skylights.
A doorway leads off to the kitchen and bathroom, there is a
closet, and French doors leading onto a walled terrace.

The sound of banging and splintering at the door is heard.

HAL (O.S)
Don’t worry miss, people are always
losing keys. That’s why we got 24hour service at Ace Locksmiths…unh!
Anyone can slip the lock on the door
to the building, but these Medeco
cylinders require a little more sophis-ti-ca-tion!

There is a rending sound as Hal appears in the doorway,
crowbar in one hand, lock cylinder in the other.

HAL
After you.

Michelle enters and leans against the wall by the door.

HAL
Jesus…Planet of the Dead Plants…Hey,
you all right?
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MICHELLE
Just short of breath.

HAL
Gee I’m sorry.
lay down?

(quickly)

Would you like to

MICHELLE
I’m fine.

HAL
Right.

MICHELLE
It’s close in here, that’s all.

HAL
A little air in here wouldn’t hurt.

Hal crosses to the French doors.

HAL
Ooo it’s quite a view from up here…
how do you open these?

You don’t.

MICHELLE
The key is missing.

HAL
Seems to be a problem of yours,
keys. (stalks the room) This jungle
motif your idea?
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MICHELLE
Patients always leave plants…If I
don’t take them, they get thron out.

Hal picks up a plant, shaking the leaves off it.

HAL
Very big hearted of you. I feel I
should tell you, though: you don’t
exactly have a green thumb.

MICHELLE
I haven’t been back since…

HAL
You haven’t been back. (points to
the bed) What did you do, strip
that and make it as soon as they
carried him outta here?

Michelle looks away.

HAL
How very nurselike of you.

Hal runs his hand over the bed’s leopard skin cover.

HAL
You like sleeping with animals?

Hal’s shoe kicks something, he bends over to pick up a broken piece of glass, reflectively places it on the nightstand. He notices a candle and sniffs it.
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HAL
Mmmm, Cherry?

Hal pulls at the candle, which is melted against the chrome
bar of the headboard. He pulls it loose.

HAL
This happened that night? I get the
impression things burned a little
outta control here…

He opens the bedstand drawer and takes out a bottle of
pills.

HAL
For the old man? Never liked taking
pills…did ya have to pull his arm?

He continues to fumble around the drawer, this time he removes a gun.

HAL
That’s more his style. Ya should
see the house. Guns, alarms, sonic
beams. Not fair such a security
minded individual should turn out to
be attacked by his own goddam heart…
Here I am talking, and look at poor
you. Still short of breath?

Michelle opens her mouth to respond.

HAL
You’re fine…Sit.
her) I insist.
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Michelle sits at the table in order to avoid him. A saucer
filled with cigarette butts in front of her, she pushes it
away.

HAL
Want some water?

Michelle shakes her head.

HAL
Aspirin? (he takes off his jacket)
Maybe you’d like to slip into something more, uh…

MICHELLE
No.

Hal opens the closet.
lingerie.

There are a few articles – mostly

HAL
A well rounded wardrobe.
Christ,
one could stop a heart right there…

Hal notices a man’s robe with something protruding from one
of the pockets: he pulls out torn red panties.

HAL
What happened here? Know ya don’t
wanna give me details. I’d settle
for just a synopsis.

Michelle pushes the saucer with cigarettes further away,
Hal crosses to the vanity, drapes the panties over the
lamp. He picks up some jewelry.
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HAL
Ghood stuff. You’re not leaving
this here?

MICHELLE
Take it.

Hal considers it, he holds up the earrings.

HAL
Not my style.

He finds a photo stuck to the vanity…slowly he turns it
over in his hands.

HAL
This is an oldie. I never saw him
that young…guess all the later ones
had my mom cluttering up the scenery. (reading an inscription on the
back) “To Mickey”…They call you
Mickey.

MICHELLE
They don’t. He did.

HAL
Sweet. “To Mickey, my angel in
white. Robert.” Hey, that’s poetry. Didn’t know he had it in him.
I’m impressed. Maybe some people
just have ways. Hell, some people
can make bears dance. (he jams the
picture back into the frame) ya got
the old man here, pictures of the
dentist – now floating in the Hudson…Haven’t seen any pictures of the
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family.

How about mum and dad…

MICHELLE
They’re gone.

HAL
How?

MICHELLE
Car.

HAL
Sorry

Don’t be.

MICHELLE
Nathan is my family.

HAL
Dynamic guy…So what exactly was the
old man? Was he family too?

Michelle shakes her head.

HAL
Then what was he?

MICHELLE
A…very…forceful, and special man.

HAL
Whom it was your good fortune to
have known.
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Hal looks closely at the ashtray.

HAL
Luckies your brand?

MICHELLE
Don’t smoke.

HAL
Who smokes then?

MICHELLE
One of the men who came for him. I
suppose.

HAL
…So what’s it feel like, this place,
without him? My mom is rattling
round fifteen rooms in Westchester,
reaching for sedatives like they
were bar nuts. She’s got what you
call a difficult transition ahead:
from being a wife to being…nothing.
‘cause her life was for him. Everything was for him. (laughs) fuck…
this jacket was for him. He didn’t
like the lining. You look like
you’ve been up since the Dark Ages.

MICHELLE
You too.

HAL
Maybe we need rest

Hal reaches for her hand, she rises, Hal crowds her.
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HAL
What’s been keeping you up, babe?
Hm? What is it, makes you toss and
turn…

Hal backs Michelle toward the bed, she collapses into a
sitting position, tries to get up, Hal holds her down by
the shoulders.

HAL
You seem tense…Maybe you’d like a
drink.

MICHELLE
I don’t drink.

HAL
Don’t drink, don’t smoke…Do you…know
how to relax?

Hal massages her shoulders, the sound of rain increases.

HAL
There’s the rain…Must be nice having
that skylight. Look up and see the
stars. Ya musta spent a lotta time,
layin on your back just countin the
stars.

MICHELLE
You don’t see stars, it’s opaque.
You see black.

HAL
You can look at me…Look at me…It’s
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all right here…There’s something
special about this place…I’m even
thinking…I got myself in this situation again where I’m living outta
just a bag, got toothbrushes all
over town. I been staying mostly
with this chick in the Valley, but
she gets to me. Killer figure, but
I think she’s got brown rice for
brains…If the old man took this
place, he got a deal on it. And being family, I bet I could take over
the lease. Whaddaya think? It’s be
great, to come into something ‘cause
of the old man after all. ‘Course
the furniture would have to go…except for you.

MICHELLE
You said…once.

HAL
Yeah, but…you’re already installed
here…al your nighties, bracelets and
chains. We’ll talk, we got lots to
talk about. But for now…relax…relax…and just say, I want to be here.
Because you do, don’t ya. You want
to be here.

Michelle shakes her head.

HAL
Then why are you here?

MICHELLE
For Nathan.

HAL
(laughing) Look at me.
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this. You know. So say it. Say
yes. Say it. Yes…(whispers in her
ear) Yes…yes…(pause) You stopped
shaking.

MICHELLE
I’m still cold.

HAL
I’ll warm you.

Hal pushes her back onto the bed.

MICHELLE
Could…I have something to drink?

HAL
Now you want something to drink.
(laughs) Sure. Whaddya want?

MICHELLE
Tea.

HAL
Tea?

MICHELLE
A cup of hot tea.

HAL
You really need tea?
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MICHELLE
I would very much appreciate a cup
of hot tea.

Right.

HAL
Great.

Tea.

Hal exits the bedroom for the kitchen.

HAL
Where the fuck do I find…

In the bedroom we hear a clattering sound from the kitchen.
Michelle opens the nightstand drawer, takes out the gun
and turns it over in her hands.

HAL (V.O.)
All right, it’s under control.

The sound of water running is heard.
the bed.

Michelle sits back on

HAL (V.O.)
Did you have in mind the (reads with difficulty) Cam-almeel or the English Breakfast?

Hal appears in the doorway, Michelle moves the gun behind
her back. Hal crosses the room and puts the tea boxes on
the nightstand. He sits beside her, touching her face.

HAL
You are cold. Here…
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Hal puts his arm around her. He takes her hand and places
it on his thigh. Michelle flinches, pulling her hand back.

HAL
It’s nothing. Just change in my
pocket. I’m a communicator. Very
dependent on change.

Hal puts his hand to her breast.

HAL
Your heart feels like the cavalry
charging…what’s this look? Whaddya
see?

MICHELLE
Hate.

HAL
What hate?

MICHELLE
Your hate.

HAL
I don’t hate you.

I understand you.

Michelle starts to bring the gun out from behind her back.

MICHELLE
I don’t think so.
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HAL
I think so. Think I can even prove
it.

Hal leans in to kiss her.

MICHELLE
I don’t want to.

Hal kisses her hard, pushing her down on the bed. Michelle
lifts the gun, we hear the kettle boiling. The kiss becomes tender. The gun falls to michelle’s side, she slips
it under Hal’s jacket which lays beside her. They separate. A moment, as they look at each other.

HAL
Wh…which tea?

MICHELLE
No preference.

Hal gets up, fumbling with the tea boxes and exits. Michelle sits up, after a moment she stands. She looks out
towards the kitchen, grabs her purse and runs from the
apartment. Hal reenters the bedroom with tea.

HAL
Delicate operation here…

He looks around to find her gone

HAL
Christ…that…
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Hal puts down the tea and grabs his jacket from the bed, to
chase after Michelle, he sees the gun.

HAL
Oh, shit…

Hal picks up the gun, looks out the front door.

HAL
What’s the story here?
fuck is the story?

What the

TRUST EXERCISE
EXT.

CITY STREET/PHONE BOOTH.

DAY

Hal drags himself, exhausted into a phone booth.
is still falling.

The rain

HAL
So I chase the lethal bitch, all the
way to the Gabba, like I’m gonna be
able to find her for Chrissake, but
I don’t even catch sight of her.

Hal picks up the receiver and dials 1223.

HAL
P.A. Cardiac Care Unit please…

He takes out a pen and matchbook, jots down the number.
readies more change to feed the phone.
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Thanks.

HAL
This better work.

He deposits more change and dials the number from the
matchbook.

HAL
(in an effeminate tone) Hello, may
I speak to nurse Larson? Oh no!
Could you tell me where she can be
reached? Policy, schmolicy darling,
this is an emergency! I’m altering
the bridal gown – you are aware
she’s getting married, to that marvelous man with the drill…mmm.
Well, I’ve misplaced the measurements. I know, call me hopeless,
but they’re gone! And with a girl
like that, such a wisp as it were,
one needs to be absolutely precise.
So…Oh pleeeease, I’m on my virtual
knees…Oh bless you!

Hal writes another number on the matchbook.

HAL
(losing the female tones) Sweetheart, you’re probably a great kid,
but suspicion, it’s a disease. It
comes between people. Ya gotta
learn to trust. Baby, the lesson
for today is: trust.

Hal blows a kiss into the receiver, then hangs up.
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INT.

MICHELLE’S BEDROOM.

DAY.

Michelle is sitting by the phone, in her bathrobe. A bottle of scotch and a glass are on the table, by the phone.
She contemplates a razor bladfe, which she holds up, then
sits on her knee. The phone rings, she grabs the receiver.

MICHELLE
Hello?…Hello? (long pause)_

Nathan?

HAL
I take it the doctor isn’t in. Too
bad. I got this real nasty case of
decay…Hello?(pause) Mickey?

MICHELLE
(after a moment) You won’t leave me
alone.

HAL
Listen, no one should be alone.

MICHELLE
(after another moment)

All right.

HAL
All right what?

MICHELLE
Tonight.

HAL
What about now?
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MICHELLE
No.

HAL
Why?

MICHELLE
I have things to take care of.

HAL
What kind of things?

MICHELLE
Personal.

All right.
Kiss kiss.

HAL
Tonight.

At the place.

Michelle hangs up the phone.

HAL
Yeah little girl.

Tonight.

Michelle takes off her ring, looks at it, then drops it in
her glass of scotch. She picks up the razor blade, moves
it towards her wrist, and slips it under the bandage there.
She sits silently.

MICHELLE
Mickey…Mickey…
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THE EDGE
INT.

THE OLD MAN’S APARTMENT.

NIGHT.

Hal with his shirt off, stands on the terrace outside the
room.

HAL
The old man always liked a high
floor. It gave him the opportunity
to look down at a lot of people at
once. The’re no answers out there,
Hal boy.

Hal turns and crosses the room. He rubs his arms, chilled,
he goes to the closet. He pulls out a grey robe; it’s
hanger is entwined with that of a black negligee.

HAL
Christ, can’t keep em apart.

He regards the robe, smells it, hesitates, then puts it on,
grimacing he notices a “G” on the pocket. He4 looks in the
pocket and pulls a piece of folded paper out.

HAL
“Sung Chu Mei-Free Fast Delivery”

Hal crosses to the bed. He picks up the gun, contemplates
it, then slips it into his waistband. He pulls the covers
off the bed. The sheets are red.

HAL
Satin even.
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He flips the covers back and finds a tie, burned at one end
and knotted a few inches above the burn. He looks at it
closely, then leaves it on the bed. He crosses to the vanity; looks through the drawers, in the wastebasket. Takes
out the Wall Street Journal, reaches back in…

HAL
Ouch!

He sucks at his finger. He then pulls out a broken lamp.
He puts it on the nightstand and matches it with the piece
of broken glass he found that morning. He looks from the
lamp to the tie.

HAL
Well, put it together, Sherlock…Looks like he tried to hang
himself from a table lamp.

We hear the sound of the door buzzer.
tled, he locates the intercom.

Hal looks up, star-

HAL
Yeah.

MICHELLE
It’s me.

HAL
You.

MICHELLE
Mickey.
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HAL
What is it, like six?

MICHELLE
I imagine.

HAL
Just couldn’t wait, huh?

MICHELLE
Can I come up?

Hal presses the door release button. He stands still for a
moment, then crosses to the vanity. He adjusts the robe,
then combs his hair.

HAL
Whaddya doing? This isn’t your
first fuckin date. Could be your
last.

Hal crosses to the table and tries to sit casually. He
then moves to the bed, reclines. The sound of a knock is
heard, he moves quickly to the armchair and arranges himself.

HAL
It’s not locked.

Michelle opens the door.
sandshoes.

She is wearing a tracksuit and

MICHELLE
Hello.
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HAL
Hello.

MICHELLE
May I come in?

HAL
Of course.

Michelle steps in, closing the door.

HAL
Can ya stay, or do ya have to run?

MICHELLE
Pardon my attire. I thought I would
change here.

HAL
Change to what?

MICHELLE
To something more appealing.

HAL
You wanna appeal to me?

MICHELLE
It stopped raining but my shoes are
soaked. May I take them off?
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HAL
Yeah, and we might as well stop
playing Captain May I. Get the fuck
in here.

MICHELLE
Thanks

She takes her socks and shoes off.

So.

HAL
The night nurse returns.

MICHELLE
I shouldn’t have left.

HAL
Yeah, I noticed after you left,
there seemed to be a few unresolved
details.

He takes out the gun and places it in his lap.

MICHELLE
I…you made me nervous.

She crosses to the vanity.

HAL
Now you’re not nervous.

Michelle turns on the lamp, which is still covered by the
red panties Hal put there; it casts a reddish glow.
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MICHELLE
No.

Hal joins her at the vanity.

HAL
That’s good.

Hal watches intently as Michelle prepares to do her makeup.
They’re eyes meet in the mirror.

MICHELLE
Maybe you could get me a drink.

HAL
Thought you didn’t drink.

MICHELLE
Not as a rule. Only as an exception.

HAL
Hey. Right. Nothing like a cocktail to take the edge off an awkward
social situation.

He places the gun on the vanity then moves to the liquor
taxiinet, watching her. He freezes as she slides the gun
across the vanity. He resumes crossing the room as he sees
she is just getting the gun out of her way.

HAL
What’s your poison?
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up?

MICHELLE
Scotch.

Hal pours the drinks. Michelle begins applying make up.
She meets Hal’s glance in the mirror and takes the drink
form him. She kicks it back in a few gulps. With a controlled gasp;

MICHELLE
Thank you.

HAL
Would you like another for a chaser?

Michelle holds out her glass.

HAL
Maybe you should wait for the first
one to hit.

MICHELLE
Maybe I don’t want to wait.

He pours, then perches on the vanity, playing with the gun.
She stops putting on her makeup to glare at him.

HAL
Gosh, I’m sorry. I got this high
metabolism, always gotta be doin
something. I know it’s sort of a
drag at a time like this when it’s
just a guy and a girl alone and ya
wanna be laid back and casual.
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Michelle puts
gun. She has
have seen her
the effect is

her hand over his to stop the twirling of the
finished her makeup; it is much more than we
wear before – perhaps a little too much – but
striking.

HAL
Ooo, look at this face. Baby, this
face could launch a thousand heart
attacks.

She turns her back to the mirror. She unzips her tracksuit
part way to apply perfume to her neck and breasts. Hal
leans in, sniffs.

MICHELLE
Obsession.

HAL
It’s very you.

Michelle puts on her jewelry.

HAL
You know, I’m beginning to feel seriously underdressed.

He picks up the burnt tie, bends over her shoulder at the
mirror, and knots it around his neck. Michelle reaches to
take off her headband, freezes.

HAL
Whaddya think?
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She tears off her headband, shakes her hair loose, brushes
it.

HAL
You’re real businesslike…but just
what sort of transaction do you have
in mind?

She rises from the vanity and turns off the lamp. He puts
his hand on the zipper of her sweatshirt and unzips it
slowly as he talks.

HAL
Might as well be up front about it.
‘Cause before we leave this time,
we’re gonna get to the bottom line…

He has unzipped her tracksuit; he lets his hand fall.

MICHELLE
Give me a moment.

HAL
A moment for what?

MICHELLE
To prepare.

She takes items from the closet and moves toward the bath.
Hal follows her.

HAL
Babe, you are the most prepared
chick I ever met.
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Michelle turns to face him.

MICHELLE
A moment.

She exits to the bath. Hal looks after her, then sits at
the vanity. He picks up the picture of his father then
looks at himself in the mirror. He throws the picture down
and gets up. He pours himself another drink, raises it,
stops. He [pours it into a dead plant. Michelle appears,
wearing a black negligee and high heels.

MICHELLE
Is there something you’d rather I
wore?

HAL
No…you look just fine in full combat
gear.

Please.

MICHELLE
Look.

Hal goes to the closet and pulls out a risqué red nightie.
He holds it up, looking from it to Michelle.

HAL
No…I suppose this is more something
two people sorta work toward in
their relationship.

He returns it to the closet, then moves toward Michelle..
the broken lamp is between them. Michelle’s eyes fix on
it.
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HAL
Yeah, dug out this lamp…Unfortunately, it doesn’t shed much light…
Why don’t you start by telling me
what you’re scheme is, hmm? You
figure you can get me to stop asking
questions, get me outta your life
with one hot little command performance? Is that the concept?

Michelle crosses to the French doors; a reddish light comes
through them. She stands in the threshold.

MICHELLE
You found the key.

HAL
Where you hid it.

He pulls the key from the dirt of a dead plant by the door
and lays them in Michelle’s hand.

MICHELLE
I didn’t hide it.

HAL
You mean he hid it?

MICHELLE
I always wanted to see the river…the
lights…but he wanted me in the room.

She throws the key back in a plant and wipes her hands.
She steps onto the terrace.
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MICHELLE
Rather spectacular.

The sunset.

Hal joins her on the terrace.

HAL
Yeah, nothing moves me like a picturesque sunset. (pause) You didn’t
come to watch the sunset.

MICHELLE
No.

HAL
Why did you come?

MICHELLE
To be here.

HAL
Why?

MICHELLE
This is where I belong.

HAL
That’s not the answer.

MICHELLE
I don’t have answers.
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HAL
Yes you do, baby…All the answers…if
a guy could just plumb your depths…

He kisses her – a long kiss.

HAL
Nice…I mean that sincerely.
nice work…

You do

Michelle caresses him; he notices the bandage around her
wrist.

HAL
How did you get that?

MICHELLE
Sometimes…I get hurt.

HAL
Sometimes?

MICHELLE
When I’m bad.

HAL
Little you?

She leans in to him, bites his neck.

HAL
Ah!
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He grabs her wrist and pulls her into the room, pushes her
towards the bed. She lands on the bed in a provocative
pose, half sitting, half lying. He moves to her, then
stops short.

HAL
Oh those wide eyes…and that hustler’s heart beating so fast…you’re
home now, aren’t you, right tat
home…

MICHELLE
Yes.

HAL
This is all there was to it, right,
your…”deep love”. Just this. Two
hustlers, hot for the game.

She reaches for him.

HAL
No, babe. Things seem to happen
when you lie down on that bed.

MICHELLE
We want things to happen.

HAL
I wanna make sure I know what’s happening.

MICHELLE
I’m sure you’ll figure it out.
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Hal laughs, then takes her face in his hands.

HAL
You think you got it all. Ring on
your finger, 100 grand in the bank…
Too bad for you, there’s me – a guy
with nothing, and I don’t care what
it takes, I’m gonna know what happened between you and him, and when
I’ve got the dirty facts, I’ll make
the deals, and your ass’ll be mine.

MICHELLE
I am yours.

HAL
Then tell me love…how did ya do it
that night?

MICHELLE
The way it’s customarily done…more
or less…

HAL
Except for the end, baby.
only end that way once.

It can

MICHELLE
Shhh, anyway you want it….Any way…

HAL
What he didn’t know killed him.
not making the same mistake.

I’m

He rips the tie from his neck.
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HAL
What’s this?

Michelle moves to kiss him, closes her eyes.
hair back.

HAL
No more games.

Hal yanks her

Now we get serious.

MICHELLE
Yes…yes, lover…

HAL
What’s this?

MICHELLE
Tie.

HAL
How’d it get burned?

MICHELLE
Fire.

HAL
Explain.

He throws the tie around her neck, then pulls her to him.

HAL
Explain.
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She puts a finger to his lips, then to his. She tries to
kiss him, he twists the tie, pulls her away from him.

HAL
You know who you’re dealing with?
Hmm?

MICHELLE
Yes.

HAL
I don’t think you do.

MICHELLE
Yes…

Hal releases the tie, straddling her.

HAL
Do you?

MICHELLE
Yes…I do…I do…

HAL
Good, baby, good.

MICHELLE
I know…

HAL
But who am I dealing with?
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MICHELLE
You know…you know, lover…

Yeah?

HAL
But with this?

He wipes roughly at her lipstick.

HAL
All that perfume…it’s hard to tell…

MICHELLE
Not for you…

She throws her arms around him. He pushes her back down,
hard. He takes his drink from the nightstand and splashes
it on her.

HAL
Now let’s see who’s here…

She twists under him as he rubs off her makeup.

HAL
The romance rubs off, baby…

She bites his hand, he slaps her and grasps her by the
hair.

HAL
Yeah…now this is a face I can believe, I can relate to this…these
eyes…what’s making those little
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black circles…a little black soul…

He grabs her jaw.

HAL
If I have to rip away this face to
get behind it, I will, understand?
Christ, what was I seeing this morning…kissed this face…thought maybe I
even felt something…but now I see
what you are…and you are nothing…nothing but a whore…even smell
like a whore, booze for perfume.

He picks up the shard of broken glass and sticks it under
her throat.

HAL
What is this?

MICHELLE
Glass.

HAL
The lamp broke, how?

MICHELLE
It fell.

HAL
Accidents happen, and the way my
hand is shaking, we could have one
right here…
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MICHELLE
Just tell me what you want…

HAL
You know what I want…

MICHELLE
Yes…I can feel it, I feel you…

HAL
What I want bitch is – what happened
that night?

MICHELLE
Yes…all right…

Hal traces the glass along her neck and cheek.

HAL
The next word out of your mouth,
bitch, better be the right one.
What happened that night?

MICHELLE
This, lover…this is what happened…here we are, just like the
first time I came here to…(laughs)
Talk…he reached for me…I said no…He
kissed me…I though how awful this
was, how awful I was, but…then there
was nothing…but him…and now you…with
his eyes…

HAL
I don’t have his eyes.
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MICHELLE
Oh yes.

HAL
I have nothing to do with him.

MICHELLE
Mm.

HAL
I don’t.

MICHELLE
Same eyes…same ways…

Hal tries to push her away.

HAL
All - I want from you -

MICHELLE
Is that night…yes? I’ll give you
that night…just…hold me…please…will
you do that? Just…

She embraces him. Behind his back, she slips the razor
blade out of her wrist bandage. He disentangles himself
from her, then sees her trying to conceal something in her
fist. He looks in her eyes; makes a grab for her wrist.

HAL
Open…Open!
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He tries to pry her fingers open.
less; then;

The struggle is word-

MICHELLE
No…No…

Blood begins to stream down her arm.

HAL
Fucking Christ…

He pries her fingers open, then shakes out the bloody
blade; it falls to the floor. He goes after it. Michelle
goes for the gun, Hal flings the razor onto the terrace and
straightens to find Michelle leveling the gun at him. He
makes a move towards her.

MICHELLE
Stay!

HAL
Drop it, baby.

MICHELLE
I hate baby.

HAL
Mickey.

MICHELLE
I hate Mickey.
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HAL
Michelle

MICHELLE
I hate Michelle.

HAL
What should I call you?

MICHELLE
Nothing.

HAL
I have to call you somethi –

MICHELLE
Shhh…I don’t want to hear you, your
words, no…

HAL
Michelle…it’s a good name – just
maybe I don’t say it right…I’ll just
keep saying it till maybe I –

MICHELLE
Shhh…his words got me here, to this
room, got me to do things…he called
love…And when I told him I wouldn’t
see him, I was getting married and I
would never come back, he used his
words, his words to tell Nathan,
tell Nathan what we did here…

HAL
Michelle, listen –
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MICHELLE
No! You wanted that night…That night
I came here, asked him why he told
Nathan, and he said, “I did it for
you. I know you, what you really
are, what you are…is mine.” He
reached for me, I hit him, fought
him, but he got me on the bed, tied
me to it, fucked me, curding me, his
bitch, his whore, choking me, but
then…stopped…tried to untie me…his
hands shook…he went for the phone…
fell. I slid the tie to the candle,
burned through it…stood…watched him…
gasping, convulsing, eyes…on me…He
knew…I knew…I could save him…but I
watched…waited…for him to die…I
thought, that night, it was over,
thought…with the money, maybe, start
somewhere else…but the money wasn’t
mine…it was a curse, a curse to
bring you after me…if you can see
for him…look…look, you bastard, look
at her…

She puts the gun to her head.

HAL
No!

He leaps forward. They wrestle for the gun; it goes off.
They are both very still. They look to see if either of
them is injured: they are not. Michelle backs away from
Hal; winded, with the gun, he stays on the bed, breathing
hard.

HAL
Jesus…

Michelle backs toward the terrace, and goes out onto it.
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HAL
Michelle…

Michelle steps up on the terrace ledge.

HAL
No!

He leaps up, but does not rush her; advancing cautiously:

HAL
Michelle!

Michelle looks down at the street.
fic.

We can hear the traf-

HAL
Michelle! Look at me! Please,
just…look….Michelle…don’t let him
pull you…because that’s what it is,
Michelle…Him. The old man. He’s
got us up here like a puppet show…
Michelle…

(softly)

MICHELLE
Forgive…

HAL
No. No. You just didn’t save him.
But, Michelle, you can save me…
Please…will you…will you just take
this hand…Michelle…you think there’s
something bad in you, something
black and cold but, Michelle, no,
it’s not, it’s just this empty
place, this aching place, and some
bastard comes along, so full of
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blackness, he’s overflowing with it,
it’s all he gives you…it fills you…
you think it is you, but, Michelle,
it’s not…Michelle…if you just take
this hand…take it, just for a second, I promise, I’ll never come near
you again, never, I promise…

He inches towards her. She moves away, swaying dizzily.
Hal drops to his knees.

HAL
Noooo.

He sees the razor and picks it up.

HAL
Please…please take this hand…

He slashes his palm.

HAL
Please take this…this…damn hand…

She is looking away. He slashes his hand more deeply and
deliberately; a sound of pain escapes him, Michelle turns.

HAL
This damn…damn…hand…

He holds his hand towards her.
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HAL
For a second, a second, and it’ll
never touch you again…(he sobs) Mi…
chelle…

From below there is the flashing red light of a police car.
Michelle’s injured hand moves slowly, as of it’s own will,
towards Hal’s. Their fingers touch, curve into each
other’s and slip into a strong, interlocking grasp.

HAL
Thank you…thank…you…

Hal stays low as he brings her off the ledge; as she steps
onto the terrace, he is on his knees. The sound of the
street fades till Hal and Michelle, hands clasped, are lit
solely by the blue moonlight and the flashing red light below.
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7.3) Appendix 3: CruelUnusual Storyboards

#

COMPOSITION
SCENE ONE

:

EXPOSITION

GODDAMN MYSTERIOUS

Hal and Michelle face each other
over a burial plot. Other mourners
also surround the ceremony.

I’m standing there in one of the old
man’s suits, any second it’s gonna
fuckin’ pour,

Old man’s getting buried, Mum’s
outta control

Even in all that cemetery drag…
she’s lookin’ back is the thing, with
these eyes, and they are hot…with
sympathy?
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Rain. Just a coupla drops, but
they sorta grease the preacher’s
gears

He’s still got the slow rolling tones,
but you can tell he’s wrapping it up

He hits the “Amen”, the storm
breaks, the crowd breaks,

Me an’ mum go for the limo, and
we’re tooling outta the cemetery

I look out the window – and the
girl, she’s still there, standing up
by the grave, alone, in the rain.

Michelle moves closer to the edge
of the grave, she pulls out a set of
keys, holds them out for a moment
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Then drops them into the grave

SCENE TWO

:

LEGACY

Hal is driving his taxi

We’re at the house after the funeral

Everyone suckin’ down the
schnapps
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

This major jerk, Dr. Emil Nash, old
friend of the family, corners me

Lays this fat hand on me, breathes
booze in my face, and says

Michelle enters the room, switching on a lamp

She wears a nightdress; her hair is
wild, her face glistens with sweat.

There is a bandage around her
wrist. She reaches for the telephone by the lamp, stops.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle let’s the hand with the
receiver drop, but does not hang
up

SCENE THREE

:

SCREAMER

Hal sits in his taxi, drinking coffee
from a take-out container

He looks out the window from time
to time

Hal and Michelle are engaging in
hot and heavy action against a
wall
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

She’s in black, wearing sunglasses

We’re up against this dead end
place, concrete area of some sort,
and I’m ripping of her clothes

She’s got this great little body

I tell her, take off the sunglasses,
but she won’t

SCENE FOUR
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle comes out of the door of
the hospital, wearing her nurses
uniform. Hal honks, leans out of
his window

Offers his hand

Michelle takes his hand

Michelle tries to free her hand from
Hal’s grasp.

Michelle jerks her hand free

Hal gets out of the taxi and begins
following her.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

They cross back to the taxi. Hal
opens the front door for her, but
Michelle gets in the back

Michelle opens her mouth to say
something, does not

Hal starts the taxi

Hal looks closely out of the window

Michelle looks out the window,
alarmed
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#

COMPOSITION
SCENE FIVE

:

EXPOSITION

NO SHOW SUNRISE

Hal gets out of the taxi

Michelle has not yet gotten out of
the taxi, nor does it look like she
wants to

She slide across the car seat and
gets out the opposite door

They stand with the taxi between
them.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal begins to move around the
taxi, unzipping his jacket as he
does. Michelle darts out of his
way

Hal tries to hand Michelle his
jacket.

They move along the edge of the
pier

He looks at these flowers I’m holding

I throw the goddam things on him.
Walk out

I get to the taxi, I figure, shit, so I
go back
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal begins to move closer to Michelle.

Micelle clutches her keys in her
fist; they stick out between her
fingers, she draws her fist back.

Michelle turns to escape but she is
at the end of the pier

She screams and nearly falls, teetering dizzily on the edge

Hal throws his arms around her

Hal drapes his jacket around her.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle shakes her head.

Hal pulls here close for a kiss. Michelle breaks away at the last
second, slipping out of Hal’s coat
and racing a few steps before turning to see that Hal has not moved

Hefts the wallet in his hand

Hal lets the wallet fall open. And
accordion strip of plastic-sheathed
photos tumble out

Michelle races towards him.

Michelle grabs at the photos,
which Hal sweeps out of the way
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle struggles for the wallet

Hal detaches the strip of photos
and lets her take the wallet

He looks at a photo.

He continues to look through the
photos

Michelle grabs the strip of photos;
there is a tug of war before Hal
finally lets go

Michelle bunches the photos together, and throws them off the
pier
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal pulls Michelle’s face roughly to
his

Michelle screams, Hal puts his
hand over her mouth.

Michelle shakes her head “no”.

Hal cautiously removes his hand
from Michelle’s mouth.

Hal releases Michelle. She walks
to the end of the pier, looks
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle murmurs something, pulling on her ring.

SCENE SIX

:

THE ROOM

Grey light fades up through the
windows of the room

There is a bed with a chrome rail
headboard

The other furnishings – hi-tech
chrome, leather and plexiglass –
include a table and chairs, armchair, vanity, liquor cabinet, bookcases

Plants, dying or dead, fill the
bookcases and hang from the skylights
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

There is a rending sound as Hal
appears in the doorway, crowbar in
one hand, lock cylinder in the
other

Hal crosses to the French doors.

Hal picks up a plant, shaking the
leaves off it.

Michelle looks away.

Hal’s shoe kicks something
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

He bends over to pick up a broken
piece of glass, reflectively places it
on the nightstand.

He notices a candle and sniffs it

He opens the bedstand drawer
and takes out a bottle of pills.

Michelle opens her mouth to respond.

Michelle sits at the table in order to
avoid him

A saucer filled with cigarette butts
in front of her, she pushes it away.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal opens the closet. There are a
few articles – mostly lingerie

Hal notices a man’s robe with
something protruding from one of
the pockets: he pulls out torn red
panties.

Michelle pushes the saucer with
cigarettes further away

Hal crosses to the vanity, drapes
the panties over the lamp

Hal considers it, he holds up the
earrings.

He finds a photo stuck to the vanity…slowly he turns it over in his
hands
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

HAL reading an inscription on the
back

He jams the picture back into the
frame

Hal looks closely at the ashtray.

Hal reaches for her hand, she
rises, Hal crowds her.

Hal backs Michelle toward the bed

Hal holds her down by the shoulders.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal massages her shoulders

Whispers in her ear

Hal pushes her back onto the bed.

Michelle opens the nightstand
drawer, takes out the gun and
turns it over in her hands.

Michelle sits back on the bed.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal crosses the room and puts the
tea boxes on the nightstand

He sits beside her, touching her
face

Hal puts his arm around her

He takes her hand and places it on
his thigh.

Michelle flinches, pulling her hand
back.

Hal puts his hand to her breast.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle starts to bring the gun out
from behind her back.

Hal leans in to kiss her.

Hal gets up, fumbling with the tea
boxes and exits

She looks out towards the kitchen,
grabs her purse and runs from the
apartment

Hal re-enters the bedroom with tea

Hal puts down the tea and grabs
his jacket from the bed, to chase
after Michelle, he sees the gun
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal picks up the gun, looks out the
front door

SCENE SEVEN

:

T RU S T E X E RC I S E

Hal drags himself, exhausted into
a phone booth. The rain is still
falling.

Hal picks up the receiver and dials
1223

He takes out a pen and matchbook, jots down the number

He readies more change to feed
the phone
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal writes another number on the
matchbook.

Hal blows a kiss into the receiver,
then hangs up.

Michelle is sitting by the phone, in
her bathrobe

A bottle of scotch and a glass are
on the table, by the phone

She contemplates a razor blade,
which she holds up, then sits on
her knee

The phone rings, she grabs the
receiver.
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Michelle hangs up the phone.

Michelle takes off her ring, looks at
it, then drops it in her glass of
scotch

She picks up the razor blade,
moves it towards her wrist, and
slips it under the bandage there

She sits silently

SCENE EIGHT
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THE EDGE
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal with his shirt off, stands on the
terrace outside the room

He rubs his arms, chilled, he goes
to the closet.

He pulls out a grey robe; its
hanger is entwined with that of a
black negligee.

He regards the robe, smells it,
hesitates, then puts it on, grimacing he notices a “G” on the pocket

He looks in the pocket and pulls a
piece of folded paper out
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal crosses to the bed. He picks
up the gun, contemplates it, then
slips it into his waistband

He pulls the covers off the bed.
The sheets are red.

He flips the covers back and finds
a tie, burned at one end and knotted a few inches above the burn

He looks at it closely, then leaves it
on the bed.

He crosses to the vanity; looks
through the drawers, in the wastebasket

Takes out the Wall Street Journal,
reaches back in
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

He sucks at his finger

He then pulls out a broken lamp.
He puts it on the nightstand and
matches it with the piece of broken
glass he found that morning. He
looks from the lamp to the tie.

Hal looks up, startled, he locates
the intercom.

He adjusts the robe, then combs
his hair.

Hal crosses to the table and tries
to sit casually

He then moves to the bed, reclines
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

He moves quickly to the armchair
and arranges himself

Michelle opens the door. She is
wearing a tracksuit and sandshoes

Michelle steps in, closing the door.

She takes her socks and shoes
off.

He takes out the gun and places it
in his lap.

Michelle turns on the lamp
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#

COMPOSITION

EXPOSITION

Hal watches intently as Michelle
prepares to do her makeup.
They’re eyes meet in the mirror.

He places the gun on the vanity
then moves to the liquor cabinet,
watching her

He freezes as she slides the gun
across the vanity
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